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VGC Exclusive! Interview with the original Dragon’s 

Lair creators PLUS the “lost” Dragon’s Lair 2 scene! 
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Walter Day is the founder 
of the Twin Galaxies 
Intergalactic Scoreboard 
[www.twingalaxies.com], 
the official high-score 
registry for video games 
since 1981. His hobbies to m* houm 
include writing about video ««w *> Jmth 
games, watching others 
play video games, trimming ,ogtr- o„iB4 
his beard, and reminiscing <*«•*>. 
about the days when he 
used to have time to play video games 

Eric Grissom is the 
former owner of the now 
defunct Red Devil Games 
[www reddevilgames com] 
retail store and has been 
playing video games since 
his uncle first showed 
him-Hunt the Wumpus’ 
sometime In the late 70's. 

all does it? Sure he drank 
a lot and once tickled my — 
knees to keep me from crying.. Wait this 
is coming out all wrong. Eric spends his 
days creating comedy videos for the New 
Golden Boys (www newgoldenboys.com] 
and getting berated by some kind of parrot 
lady in Animal Crossing. Pretty sweet if you 

Leonard Herman is the founder of Rolenta 
Press [www.rolentapress.com—but you 
saw that one oomingl] and is not only a 
spectacular video game writer and journalist 
(go read Phoenix: The Fall and Rise of 
Videogames if you don't believe us) but also 
a formidable video game historian who has 
kept the past alive by publishing books from 
video game legends Ralph Baer and Bill 
Kunkel 

Hey, speaking of Bill 
Kunkel, he is essentially 
the Hunter S. Thompson 
of video game journalism, 
creating the very concept 
along with Joyce Worley 
arid Amie Katz in Electronic Kunkei. wod»y 
Gaming. ants Ktu it 

CCS. fancy 

Nathan Koziowski is the 
creator of CotecoNation 
[www.cOleconation.com]. a 
webzine dedicated to the Cote- 
coVision and the latest games 
and developments associated 
with the system He also con¬ 
tributes regularly to Retrogam- 
ing Times Monthly and. since 
the bills don't pay themselves, 
works as an architect during 
the daylight hours. When »*««-«. ««•< 
Nathan's nof busy scouring *•» *•«•» <»* 
old video game magazines tor 
ColecoVision references, he's thamtotNavoc 
working on his secret recipe »w*»*r 
tor the world's most perfect pork chop. 

Kristina Potts 
White some may call 
her an 'ofaku'. Kristina 
Potts is a bona fide 
gamer gal who has 
unashamedly been en¬ 
amored with Japanese- 
developed games from 
a lender young age. Be- Although 
tween collecting anything and *>°**«t» thahigh 
everything from the Land of the 
Rising Sun, she's picked up the 
habit of writing lengthy reviews 1 
and tediously translating terms "*"ntT _*%***' 
from games that nobody has - 
heard of in the first place 
Whatever makes her happy. 

23 yean ok) and 

“How about a nice, greasy pork 
sandwich served In a dirty 
ashtray?” 

“You must defeat Sheng Long to 
stand a chance.” 

“Why should it goes well?” 

Special Video Game Collector Mystery 
Quote Contest #1. 

Idenlify the source of all three quotes 
Write answers on standard-issue, unlined 
3x5 index card using careful penmanship 
m black or blue ink only 
Set entry card aside, preheat oven to 450* 

4. Mall card to publisher via US Postal 
Service Registered Mail (don't forget 

5. Forget to turn off oven, go to movies 
6. House bums down, live happily on 

7. Send our half of the ‘take* to unmarked 
safe-deposit box, partner! 

8. Win a ton "prize** 

Video Game Collector in no way endorses 
insurance scams, mall fraud or going to the 
dentist next to the bank on the wrong side of 
the tracks in the bad part of town where our 
secret deposit box happens to be. 

* Prize has no cosh value and a stay in prison is not 
guaranteed to meet your family's delimlion of fun 



Instant Collectioirfiiueaway 

U> Welcome to another issue and another sweet giveaway. I— 

Hi, I am the Intellivision Voice Module. For those too young to have played with me or too old to * 
remember how I sound, my voice is a little like KITT from Knight Rider with a bad case of laryngitis 

and just a touch of Asperger’s Syndrome. So if you are reading this aloud that's the sound you should 
shoot for. Anyway, I am the new spokes-module for Video Game Collector and they asked me to take a 

break from saying "B-17 bomber” to tell you about this issue's Instant Collection Giveaway. 

It’s really simple. Just fill in the 100% Official Entry Form below and mail that sweet thing back to us 
here at home base. If we pick your lucky stick of paper then we will mail you an Intellivision system 

and 20 games.* If not, it was never meant to be. ~n 11 m 

Name: □ YES! Enter me in the Giveaway and send me 
four quarterly issues of Video Game Collector, 
starting with the next published issue Enclosed is 
my check or money order for $14 99, payable to 
Video Game Collector 

□ HO! I don’t want a subscription to your unique 
and amazing magazine, no matter how much you 
compliment my handsome good looks Just enter 
me in the Giveaway 

To subscribe with a credit card, visit our website at 
www.vgcollector.com, and you'll be automatically 

entered in the Giveaway 

Entries must be postmarked on or 

before May 30, 2006 

Address: 

Birthdate: 

Email:_ 

Mail your 100% Official Entry Form to: 

Video Game Collector 
P.0 Box 127 
St. Charles, MO 63302-0127 



News and Notes 
These days it seems video game companies just can't get 
enough of new releases based on good old classic gaming 
characters. Here are some of the retro-inspired titles out now or 
coming your way soon: 

Capcom: Capcom Classics 
Collection: Remixed (PSP) is one of 
many classic gaming compilations 
coming to handheld systems. Mega 
Man Anniversary Collection (GBA) 
includes both color and black 
and white versions of the original 
Gameboy Mega Man releases, while 
Mega Man: Powered Up (PSP) Is 
a new installment for the series 
Onimusha: Dawn of Dreams (PS2) 

Resident Evil: Deadly Silence continues the series with stunningly 
How all those DS screens rendered graphics. Resident Evil: 
really got scratched Deadly Silence (DS) is a remake 
of the classic PS1 original with new features and surprises. Street 
Fighter Alpha 3 Max (PSP) features more than 30 original SF 
characters and 4 new characters from related franchises while Street 
Fighter: Alpha Anthology (PS2) has been announced for August. 
Viewtiful Joe: Red Hot Rumble (PSP) brings the side-scrolling 
goodness to PSP in March. 

Konami: Suikoden V (PS2) has been 
announced but details are scarce. 
The Silent Hill Experience isn't a 
fun theme-park ride, but rather the 
creepy franchise's first foray into 
portable gaming. Boktai (DS) gets a 
new handheld installment, its first on 
DS. Never have video game graphics 
been more important than on the 
Rumble Roses female wrestling 
series, and the new Rumble Roses 
XX (Xbox 360) should make use of 
them purty Xbox 360 graphics just 
fine. Winx Club (PS2) gets a console 
release after debuting last year on 
Gameboy Advance. World Soccer 

Winning Eleven 9 (PS2. Xbox. PSP) yen, Xbox Wo 
gets another year closer to using the the water and 'u will bo fine 
same number in its title twice. 

Combat 5. Me and My Katamari 
(PSP) brings the super-cool franchise 
to the portable scene and features 
a mini-game with 2D Katamari-play. 
Tales of Legendia (PS2), Tales of 
Phantasia (DS) and Tales of Etemia 
(PSP) are new entries In the Tales 
franchise, while Xenosaga I & II has 
been announced for the DS. 

Natsume: River King: A Wonderful 
Journey (PS2) is a fishing RPG 
that's more fun than it sounds and 
Harvest Moon: Magic Melody is a 
new installment for the franchise 
voted most appealing to FFA students 
everywhere. 

Harvest Moon: Magical Melody 
Make hay while the sun 
shines, whatever that means 

Nintendo: The Legend ofZekfa: 
Twilight Princess (GC) is scheduled 
to ship in June and will promises 
to feature boss battles, mini games 
and more surprises. Pokemon 
Pearl and Pokemon Diamond bring 
the love of game titles based on 
filthy lucre and the action of illegal 
monster battling to the DS. (Pokemon 

The Legend of Zelda: Twilight 
Princess: 
Our man Link is growing up. 
If only we could say the same 
for Luigi. 
Dash didn't count.) Stage Debut (GC) 
allows players to import images using 
a digital-camera equipped Gameboy 
Advance. Nintendo of Japan has 
announced a new, more compact 
version of the DS. 

Majesco: Advent Shadow (PSP) is slated for an April release. Age of 
Empires: Age of Kings (DS) will introduce the strategy series to the 
DS and add turn-based combat. Bust-A-Move Deluxe (PSP) brings 
the addictive puzzle franchise to the PSP for the first time. The Teen 

Titans (PS2, Xbox. GC) get the full¬ 
blown. big-budget console treatment 
after previously appearing only on 
portable systems. Jaws Unleashed 
(PS2. Xbox). set to coincide with 
the film’s 3CT anniversary, is the first 
Jaws game since the NES, and the 
only one to let you be the shark and 
make it personal this time by eating 
those who get too dose. MechAssault 
Shadow War(DS) lets you handle 
Mech on two screens in May. 

Midway: Rampage: Total Destruction 
(PS2, GC) is a welcome entry in the 
classic monster battle franchise. 

Teen Titans: 
Go! To! The! Store! 
And! Buy! This! Game! 
Or! Robin! Dies! 

The new DS will allow players 
Sega: Sonic Riders (PS2, Xbox, GC). to hold it with just two hands! 
featuring 17 lovable Sonic characters in an air board race hosted by 
Dr. Eggman, should be out now and OutRun 2006:Coast 2 Coast 
(Xbox, PS2. PSP) ships in March. Super Monkey Ball: Touch and 

Roll (DS) makes use of the DS’s 
touchscreen and Super Monkey Ball 
Adventure (PS2. PSP) has been 
announced for a November release. 

Square Enix: Grandia 3 (PS2) is 
out now and the much anticipated 
Kingdom Hearts II (PS2) is scheduled 
to ship March 30. 

Namco: Ace Combat Zero: the 
Belkan War (PS2) takes place 15 
years before the events of Ace 

Sonic Riders 
Sonic Is probably faster 
without the snowboard 
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Collector’s Spotlight 

Yes, there are three boxed/complete Stack-Ups in this picture 

Jason Wilson 
Age: 29 
Residence: Los Angeles, California 
Number of Games: 9,500 
Number of Systems: 60+ 

Highlights: Two Nintendo World Championship 1990 carts Jagon wiison 
(one gold, one gray); 30+ unreleased NES, SNES, Genesis. reports that Pac. 
and Master System prototypes; complete libraries for R^n's digestive 
NES. TurboGrafx-16/Duo, Virtual Boy, Vectrex, Astrocade. julces are 
Intellivision, ColecoVision. Nintendo 64, Master System, surprisingly mild 
Neo-Geo, Neo-Geo Pocket, and Dreamcast; near-complete 
libraries for Genesis, SNES, Saturn, 3DO, and Atari 7800. To quote Da Ali G Show's 
Borat, "Wah-wah-wee-wah!" 

Best Finds in the Wild: 
Complete-in-box Stack- 
Up, Super Spike VBall 
prototype. Swordquest 
Waterworld. 
Words of Wisdom: "Don't 
underestimate the power of 
flea markets in your local 
area. If you don't make 
tons of money, it's a good 
idea to go once a week and 
grab some titles for sale or 
trade, and use the profits 
to purchase the missing 
pieces to you 
collection." 

‘Bear” witness to Jason's Great Wall of Game Boy 

Snuggles the fabric-softener bear now worths as a 
security guard, keeping tabs on Jason’s boxed 5200 
and 7800 games In exchange for the occasional romp in 
Jason’s dirty socks 

Jason uses the shirts to mop up the drool of visiting collectors 



system Showdown 

Magnavox Odyssey 2 Xbox 360 
The launch of the 360 may mark the beginning of the next generation of consoles, but ultimately gamers are now left with a choice- do 

I go ahead and buy the new XBOX, or do I slam my hard earned cash down on the counter and demand its counterpart- Magnavox s 
Odyssey2 game system 

Magnavox Odyssey 2 Specs XBOX 360 Specs 

CPU: 8-bit Intel 8048 (1.79MHz) 
RAM: 64 Bytes 
Colors: 16 (4 on screen) 
Resolution: 280x192 
Sprites: 4 
Sound: 1-channel mono 
Game Media: 2K programmable game card 

CPU: 3200 MHz X 3 
RAM: 536,870,912 Bytes 
Colors: 16,000,000^ 
Resolution: 1920x1080 
Polygon Performance: 500 million triangles per second 
Sound: Dolby Digital 5.1 
Game Media: Dual-layer DVD-ROM 

The XBOX 360 has "XBOX LIVE*, a world wide online 
The Odys$ey2 has a keyboard and voice modulator community that, according to our VGC research team, is made 

up almost entirely of acne ridden 14 year old racists. 

Sure the Odyssey can never give you the pleasure of having someone named "Ballz63* call you a fag as you take a battle rifle to the 
side of the head, but who needs that when you can pop in "Type and Tell* and hear a creepy computer voice say ‘Boobs' Go ahead 

and try it. 

I know what your saying, ‘Yeah but what about the controllers?’ Good question champ The XBOX 360 ‘fancy lad with plenty of 
scratch* bundle comes with ‘wireless* controllers and a mynad of buttons labeled after some random letters in the alphabet What are 
you supposed to hit when your knee deep in Gorgon blood and half of Atlantis is destroyed’ The *b‘ button’ The Odyssey has one 

button labeled ‘ACTION" so you know damn well what that does Want to get up and grab a sandwhich while your playing You'll find 
no fancy wireless controller here, hell you can t even remove the controllers if you wanted to The original odyseey2 machines kept you 

tethered to the tv like a stray dog A Stray dog fed on Action 

Graphic Showdown 
Ok now we re talking I don't know what that is? 

Clearly that’s a swarm of A sandwhich? Some kind of 
bees hellbent on destroying dog’ 
a robot army Or its some 
kind of homble bear murder 

The choice is simple- The Odyssey2 No question We here at VGC recommend you take your stupid XBOX 360s and mail them to 
our disposal facility located conveniently at my house in New Jersey - Eric Grissom 



Old School 
| A path to making a video game 

To make a video game you must be inspired. It is the main fuel 
you'll be relying on for the duration of the development process. One 
way to get this fuel is to imagine the type of game that you'd like to 
play, which may or may not already exist. Creating a small game in 
a short amount of time will also help you understand what’s involved 
when building a larger game. If you try to do a game that’s too big 
in scope, you'll end up discouraged. If you're formulating a casual 
2D type of puzzle game that’s great since most of the causal games 
you see out there are in 2D. 3D games generally take too long to 
develop and I tend to stay away from them. Try to make a game 
with very few interactive objects as this will help 
keep the scope or size of the project small. It's 
also a great way to ease into a new development 

environment. 
Once you zero in on the kind of game you'd 

like to create and play, go to your local bookstore 
and find the section that has books on Flash, 
Director, C. C++, or any game development 
books that may contain an example that is similar 

to the game you want to make. A lot of these 
books will walk you through the development 

cycle of building a game step by step. If you're Although 
constructing a card game then you'd probably inspiration 
like to see how someone else goes about is important, 
randomizing and dealing cards from a virtual Mountain Dew is 

deck. Choose a book that is easy to understand £ ££%£££„ 
and be sure it includes a CD. It can save you tons video game 

of typing since the CD usually contains all of the programmers 
source code for the examples you're interested 

i. Follow the book's instructions so that you can run the example. 
Once it is running, try making small changes to the source code 
so you can get a feel for the process of making a change and then 
seeing the result on screen. This process of editing and seeing your 
change is called “compiling" and “executing.' Once you see your 
small change within someone’s example or code framework, you 
can start carving away at what you may want to keep of theirs and 
start adding your own stuff. Most authors just care that you bought I their book and don't care what you do with their 

source, but it is always smart to check and make 

sure. 
To help visualize game play I use a fine tip 

pen or pencil and roughly sketch within a small 
square of space on a regular size sheet of paper 
the objects I would like to use. I normally fit about 
eight squares on a single blank page. Sketching 
your idea within a small thumbnail space forces 
you to focus on what's important since it's difficult 
to fit much in one square. I view each little square 
as a snippet of game play that could take place 
on the screen. These sketches can be as crude 
as small boxes drawn to represent objects in the 
game. Don't write a full blown document, just 
quickly put your game play ideas down in such 
a way that you're playing them in your head 
before spending time actually designing and 
programming the objects. The main point here is 
to just put enough down to motivate you. Focus 
on making the objects fun to interact with and 

often the simplest dont y^ony about a bunch of hard and fast rules, 

nfosfenduring *"* Just make il fun to P|ay M Vou s,ar1 interacting 
plus they're easier with the objects you'll start seeing how to turn it 
to design! 

Keep it simple, 
students: 
Remember it is 

Flash*MX 2004 

_ 

into a game. 
When the game gets to a point where you think it's kind of fun, 

have somebody play it, but don’t be discouraged if they don't like 
it. Just take everything as input to make your game better. On 

the flip side, you may get positive comments because the person 
that's playing doesn't want to hurt your feelings. It's very important 
to be centered and not feel too good or bad based on the positive 
or negative comments you receive. Your job is to take input from 

all types of players and 
filter it down, allowing only 
the right elements into 
your game. Although this 
can be a brutal process 
if you’re getting a lot of 
negative feedback, don't 
be discouraged. I strongly 
recommend that you watch 
people play your game. 
I've posted games on the 
web to receive feedback 
by email or phone. While this is better than nothing, there's a lot of 
missing information you can pick up by watching someone play live 
based on their facial, body and verbal reactions. When submitting 
a game to a publisher I insist on being there with them to get their 
first impression. I can also answer questions and ease some of 
their concerns that arise as they're playing. If they say. "Hey. I don't 
understand that power up." then I can respond immediately with. 
“You'll see why you need it later." If the publisher doesn't want my 
game then they've become my own little focus group and I can 
make changes based on their feedback if I think it will make the 
game better. What you may get caught up in is making a change the 
publisher wants in order for them to publish it, but you believe the 
change makes the game worse. If they say, “make these changes 
and we'll give you a contract' then you've got some thinking to do. 
I've found that the best games are the ones that are done by the 
smaller teams that just care about the game and not inking a deal. 

— Steve Woita 

For those who want to try designing old school games on their 
own, Andre Lamothe's XGameStation may be just the thing. The 
XGameStation is a complete, educational development kit that is 
suitable for hobbyists, beginners and experienced programmers. 

The XGameStation Micro bundle comes with all the hardware 
and software you will need to get started making your own fun 
and exciting video games, plus a wealth of helpful tutorials and 
design material. More information is available at their website 
www.XGameStation.com 

The XGameStation Micro: A do-it-yourself game development 



IwiiTGalaxies Scoreboard 
Intellivision Records 

Game Plaver Score Game Plaver Score 
Air Strike Ron Corcoran 3.150 Night Stalker Todd Rogers 324.600 
Astrosmash Rick D Fothergill 4.201,875 Nova Blast James Carter 38.300 
Atlantis Todd Rogers 233,500 Pac-Man Ron Corcoran 1,974.260 
B-17 Bomber Matthew Ostberg 8.490 PGA Goff Ron Corcoran 38 
Beamrider Todd Rogers 999,999 Pinball Ron Corcoran 1.004.160 
Beauty & The Beast Robert C Smith 68,900 Pitfall! Todd Rogers 114,000 
Bomb Squad Gordon Chow 3.560 Pole Position Tom Duncan 19,400 Fuji Speedway 
Bowling Jeff Drost 300 Pole Position Troy Whelan 28,270 Grand National 
Bnckout Ron Corcoran 1.710 Pole Position Dale Bruner 19,160 Madison 500 
Bump n’ Jump Chris M Parsley 609.312 Pole Position Dale Bruner 20.740 Monaco Grand Prix 
Burger Time Ryan Gavigan 332.900 Popeye Tom Duncan 54.400 
Buzz Bombers Willy Unknown 1.011,700 Q'berl Tom Duncan 34,740 Skill 1 
Carnival Troy Whelan 55.780 Skill 1 Reversi Tom Duncan 35 Board = 6x6 - Skill 1 
Centipede Ron Corcoran 193,218 River Raid Todd Rogers 1.000,000 
Chip Shot Golf Ryan Gavigan 64 Course 1 Sewer Sam Todd Rogers 472.000 
Commando Troy Whelan 45.700 Shark! Shark! Rudy J Ferretti 57.450 
Congo Bongo Todd Rogers 109.800 Sharp Shot Troy Whelan 70 Space Gunner 
Crazy Clones Ron Corcoran 900 Space Armada Ron Corcoran 53,550 
Defender Ron Corcoran 228,750 Space Cadet Ron Corcoran 33 
Demon Attack Todd Rogers 85.100 Space Hawk John Malley 10.305.220 Advanced 
Dig Dug Ryan Gavigan 205.215 Stampede Todd Rogers 999,999 
Diner Greg Troutman 456,100 Star Strike Troy Whelan 6,728 Skill 1 
Donkey Kong Ron Corcoran 228,400 Skill 1 Star Wars: TESB Ron Corcoran 22,825 
Donkey Kong Jr. Ryan Gavigan 54,900 Skill 1 Stonix Troy Whelan 2,632 
Dracula Troy Whelan 13,400 Easy Super Cobra Mike Dougherty 10,656 
Dragonfire Tom Duncan 5.360 Tetns Ron Corcoran 894,210 
Dreadnaught Factor Todd Rogers 95,767 Thin Ice Troy Whelan 66,930 
Fathom Stephen Knox 350 Day/v. Computer Thunder Castle Ryan Gavigan 30,000 
Frog Bog Alan W Hewston 450 Tron Deadly Discs Ron Corcoran 722.368,800 
Frogger Ron Corcoran 46.290 Tron Maze-A-Tron Todd Rogers 491.900 
Happy Trails Todd Rogers 9.999,999 Tron Solar Sailer Todd Rogers 694.500 
Kool-Aid Man Troy Whelan 4.238.138 Slow Tropical Trouble Mike K Morrow 6.450 
Lady Bug Ron Corcoran 335.380 Skill 1 Tutankham Mike K Morrow 108,100 
Lock n' Chase Todd Rogers 888,000 Utopia Mike K Morrow 2,171 
Loco-Motion Ryan Gavigan 30,745 Venture Ron Corcoran 8.635.340 Skill 1 
Mission X James Carter 113,760 Worm Whomper Todd Rogers 20,212,271 
Mouse Trap Ron Corcoran 10,000,000 Skill 1 Zaxxon Alan W Hewston 34,300 Skill 1 



Proto Patrol 
Bio Farce Ape 
The dangerous combination of Adobe Photoshop and the Internet has sparked more than 
a Jew attempts to fed the gameooteding comrnnty wtfi fate prototypes. In 20Q2, far 
example, an attention-starved weasel tned to convnce the AtanAge webste that he had 
a proto of Svwrdquest Airraid, the unfinishedAnreleased find entry in Atari's four-part 
series of adxxYpuzzfe games, When the savvy AA oorrmunrty quickly proved that Ins 
■screenshots" d Arworid were honfele fates, the weasel skUked back Into the shadows. 

In met-2005. two more weasels clamed to have a prototype of 7he Legend of Zekta III 
for foe arxjnaf Nintendo Entertariment System; after the hoaxes were exposed, one of the 
weasels tned to set T-shits that read 1 was biddtog on the Zefcfe lU prototype and al I gd 
was this lousy T-shirt* Cfassy. 

But the most suocessfotprotehoaxnhBtory unfolded »i October 2005. when a blow 
named Pad Brown appfed his mad skiz and faded the world’s most knowledgeable 
oolectors We exchanged emais with the ingenious Mr. Bi 
of his hoax. 

VWeo Game Collector Are you an artist? A prankster? 
An avid gamer? Al three? 
Paul Brown: Tm a twenty-scmethng retrogamer with I 
an education in graphic design 2D games grab try | 
attention almost exclusively, and I favor the Aten 2 
NES, and SEGA Genesis over the PlayStation 2, Xbox |_ 
and GameCdte. Usualyrm not tie type I) ptot elaborate Notice the craftsmanship 
pranks, but I do have a mischievous streak. 0f Paul’s beechwood- 

aged label 
W3C: What inspred your hoax? 
PB: It was toe weekend after the ndicdously fate Zefcfe III proto had hit eBay, and 
speculation was running wild over its legitimacy The title screenshot looted amateurish, 
and I wondered if I could come up with somefoing that was actuaty conwidng. I felt 
competed to give people a reason to be way in the future instead of confidently 
dismissing somethng as fake a declaring 1 real at the drop of a hat 

W3C How <W you decide upon flfo force Ape as your ■proto'? 
PB: It's one of the few remanrg NES games that's inpubfehed, urxfcocwered by proto 

BIO FORCE APE 

Nintendo Power’s half-page preview of the real Bio Force Ape 

oolectors. and hasnT been dumped There's also not a fat of documentation on it floating 
around, outside of a few screenshots pttoished in Nrtendo Power. This gave me some 
leeway to mate a few mistakes in the screen layout and adding or exdudng any elements 
that deviated foam the real thing. As wel, trite somefoing from Nintendo, Seta is a very 
obscure developer, which just adds to toe game's mystique. 

W3C Why did you choose the Digtel Press forums [wwwcigitpress oomj as the fa^et 
of your hoax? 
PB: I personally consider I to be toe central hub for dassic video game ctscussion and 
knew that key people frequent it often enough that they'd see the thread. Its not that 
unusual for undiscovered material to pop up there occastonaly elher. 

W3C. Hew dd you create toe pseudo-proto 
cartridge? 
PB: The cartridge was just a copy of Sqper 
Mario Bros. vwfo toe origfaal sfcter removed As 
for toe label. I 

H you remember when a 
W3C Less toan an hour alter starting your thread video game title screen was a 
in the DP forums, you received a message from novelty, you’re an old bastard 
a well-known NES odector Did he olfer you a 
specific amount of cash, or ask how much you wanted? 
PB: He pounoed on me using al of the forum s contact optons. pnvate-messagng me 
and sending emais from different addresses offering mmedate cash. When I declined, 
he said to let him know if I changed my mind and what I was interested in. I got quite a few 
oilers from different ndMduals. but none of them over $800—and one of them wanted to 
trade me a Three Stooges prototype for flbftvce Ape1 They were defritelybwballrig. 

hoping I would sel right away or not 
pul ion eBay 

We’re not worthy of printing a screenshot 
this funny, but we're doing it anyway 

W3C How cid you create your 
“screenshots’ of Bb Face Ape? 
PB: Everything was done from 
scratch white carefuty scrutniang 
magazine scans wfth screens 
from the real Bo Face Ape. I 
worked within toe native resolution 
of the NES and kept in mind how 
televisions dstort the graphes. 
Then 1 piped the images through 
a TV-out card on my laptop onto a 

1 took pictures with 

W3C Cfor favorite screenshot of al s toe screervgithing fart attack. What inspied this 
particular pic? 
PB: Almost notong was known about toe ape's 
special moves, outside of a blurb about wrestling 
in Nintendo Power, so I opted tor creaSve 
rterpretabon. 1 thought that the weeid reveal the 
hoax for sure, but it just fueled reasonng behind 
Seta's canoelatton of toe game as having too many 
problems with Nintendo's censors. 

W3C You eventual desteyed the "proto' after 
"having seen the anger that revealing this game's 
existence has caused." Did you always plan to end 
the hoax tots way. or c*d you oome up with the cart- One of Paul’s groovy-looking 
smash on the fly? make-believe bosses 
PB: The charade was planned to end in a oouple of ways. Whoever was going to dump 
the cart’s data world receive an empty NES cartridge with an orange rubber monkey 
inside. One of toe proto oolectors world receive unannounced an anonymous package 
with the fifo Aoroe Ape cart and the Sqaerilfanb Bros, board. I heard from a few sources 
that some of toe prototype oolectors were starling to mate deals based on the idea that 
one of them was gofag to get my cart and share the ROM There wasn't an intent on my 
part to scam anyone of their money, and that was a potentfaly hot srtoaticn that needed 
to be cooled oft I ultimately went with the smashedoart 
pictire because * was so immediate and guaranteed 
drama would ensue. The thread exploded into 13 pages 
of people gong nuts 

W3C How do we know you're actoaly Pari Brown and 
not someone "hiring behind the curtain,* as one poster 
claimed? 
PB: How indeed! 

—ZachMeston 
Paul's anger-management 
classes aren't going all 
that well 



With its simple vector 
graphics and innovative 
controls, Vib-Ribbon on the 
PS One was more genius 
from Masaya Matsuura's 

NanaOn-Sha, the same folks 
1 life Unfortunately, the game only made it 

Made flrPPflK 
ously, it s9safe to say thanthe modem musj^h^^lrie rea%' became PS2 Mme^tod nffw? enj°y the game Vibri ,a,er reaPPeared in a 
popular worldwide between 1996 and 1998 Between ParaDDathe Ran- on m Vlb'Rlf>ple' an ,ntn9ulr>9 bit of fun that had her hopping 

rhythm-based games is more than just amassing a room full of Parappa nota — " ^ 
goods, every single one of Konami's Bemani games and their assorted 
controllers. While having all those games and peripherals is no doubt 
going to make you amazingly cooI. I'd imagine not too many folks have 
the space necessary for a collection that gigantic 

If you’re starved for space but still need your DDR fix even after hours 
at the arcade, you can still play the console versions of the game with 
Konami s Dance Dance Revolu¬ 
tion Hand Controller. Sure, it's 
nowhere near the same workout 
you'll get from the other dance 
pads out there and yes. the 
pad makes the game’s overall 
challenge level drop dramati¬ 
cally. Nevertheless, you'll have 
to admit the pad looks cool and 
it’s bound to be a conversation 
starter at your next party. If you 
want to go even smaller and 
more obscure, track down one 
of Bandai's cool Japan-only 
WonderSwan handhelds and 
Beatmania for WonderSwan for a F,na,,y. DOR for the couch potato 
really rare treat. Again, you won't *cene 

as impressive as Sony's 
game: it's also definitely 
geared more toward Japa¬ 
nese cultural sensibilities, 
which guarantees not all the l 
jokes wHI go over well unless } 
you can speak and read the 
language. I'd stick with Super } 
Tempo. Red's hilariously psy¬ 
chotic music-based platformer. 1 
a sequel to a so-so 32x game. 
Without a doubt, Super Tempo 
is decidedly more fun to play 
through than the original, even 
though most of the ga me makes 
no sense whatsoever. The music 

is fantastically bouncy, the enemies truly bizarre, and overall, it's a rare 
gem from start to finish. 

If you've a Dreamcast collecting dust in your closet, whip it out and 
track down Cool Cool Toon, SNK's visually charming dance fest. The 
super-stylized character art, gorgeous colors and wacky music all draw 
you in right from the title screen and while the gameplay isn't very inno- 
vative here, there's a definite charm to be found while the qame lasts If 
t/nn up hoon lurvrt'jnsi I___i_ . . - .ww.iy ioic neat, yuu won i - --*.. u 

RPG and some of Konami s Bemani games as there's plenty of wander¬ 
ing around between bouts of musical fun. If you're lucky enough to have 
a Neo-Geo Pocket to Dreamcast link cable, you'H be able to access 
some cool bonus content. 

If your tastes run more toward the classics, fear not. The Maestro 
Music senes of games for the PS One and PlayStation 2 practically 
demand an audience. The games are unique in that they're conducting 
simulations that come packaged with a special baton peripheral. It's too 

hits like DDR, Beatmania, Guitar Freaks, Pop ‘n Music and Karaoke 
Revolution, there have been a few What were they thinking?' misses 
called Dance! Dance! Dance! and Goo! Goo! Soundy Both are rather 
unique in that they allow players to control onscreen characters by 
popping in their own CD’s and bashing buttons. However, both games 
also suffer somewhat from not too impressive control schemes and a 
ridiculous selection of goofy in-game music. Both these games seemed 

rushed out to give DDR fanatics in Japan something 
to buy between Remix expansion discs or 

possibly to capitalize on the 
success of Taito's hit 
dance game, Bust-A- 
Move. Needless to say, 
you’ll only want these 

two games if you're 
some sort of completist 

If you're not very fond 
of these types of music 
games, how about a little 
:haracter-driven playtime? 

vector 

rat brought Parappa 

apanese and some curopean snops. us gamers who picked up the 
nport (and did the proper amount of research) found themselves with 
stack of CD s next to their televisions as they led bizarrely cute Vibri 
irough her paces as the game generated levels based on any type of 
iusic. The sequel", Mojib Ribbon, is a beautiful contradiction featuring 
vely animated Japanese brushwork and plenty of hip-hop tracks. The 
ain character in that game was a brush-wielding line drawing named 
ojibun and the controls were even simpler here, although you'll need 

bad this more senous game and its Append Discs were never released 
here although we did get the more comical Mad Maestro from Eidos 
Fresh Games label, based on the PS2 import, Bravo Music. Conversely 
it you re more into working your mental musdes with more than just 
great music, SO: Sound Qube may be up your alley. Available for 

the PS One or Saturn, this is a 
funky Wend of Rubik s Cube style 
matching and fine beats pump¬ 
ing from your TVs speakers The 
game absolutely requires a bit of 
Japanese knowledge however, 
as it's not very easy to pick up 

a total couch 
There's always 

Baby 
universe, an excellent 3D Ka- 
leidoscope lhat 
duty as a playable tech demo 

and visual soundscape for 
^ your CD collection. It's perfect for pop¬ 

ping on at a party for a visual and aural backdrop but 
y o “ can also spend some quality time plopped down on the couch 
chilling out and grooving on the colors and manipulating polygons on¬ 
screen. Bottom line, folks- no matter what shape you're in, there's going 
to be a music-based game that's guaranteed to fit your gaming style! 

- Greg Wilcox 



In 1992, Bandai launched a product called the Datach Joint ROM 
System. The unit was mounted on a Famicom and allowed for the 
use of a small handful of propriety cartridges, much like the Aladdin 
Deck Enhancer. What was particularly unique about the unit is that 
it also had a special card reader. Gamers could swipe cards through 
the machine to unlock special items, characters, moves and more 
in the games. Ten years later, Nintendo partnered with 
Olympus Optical, took the very same idea, expanded 
upon it. and made it much more versatile, creating the 
e-Reader. 

The e-Reader is a peripheral designed for the Game 
Boy Advance (GBA), although it also works on the 
Game Boy Advance SP (GBA-SP). The device allows 
gamers to enhance their game experience simply by 
sliding special cards containing “dot-codes" through 
the device. To name a few, the effects of these 
dot-codes range from adding levels, to unlocking 
items, to even playing classic 8-bit Nintendo (NES) 
games on your GBA. 

Unfortunately, North America's e-Reader never 
did get as much attention as it’s Japanese 
counterpart, but there are still several games 
that included e-Reader support and well over 
one thousand unique cards for your domestic 
pleasure. Super Mario Advance 4: Super 
Mario Bros. 3 (GBA), Pokdmon Ruby and 
Sapphire (GBA), and Animal Crossing 
(GameCube - GCN) are just a few of the 
games supported by the e-Reader. 

The Super Mario Advance 4: Super 
Mario Bros 3 cards allow players to 
add power up items to their inventory, 
add extra levels, and watch an 
expert play certain levels. This sub¬ 
collection consists of 43 unique cards, 
consisting of 36 common cards and 
7 promotional cards. The 36 cards 
were released in two series of 18 
cards each. Two promotional cards 
are included with every incarnation 
of the GBA game. The other five 
promotional cards are more elusive. 
These five cards, shrink-wrapped separately 
from the common promotional cards, are only available 
in the Wal-Mart special edition that not only had a very small print 
run. but also sold out very quickly. Because of this, these cards are 
something of a rarity today. A factory sealed packet of the five cards 
runs between $40 and S50USD. The series packs can still be found 
at many retailers and cost approximately S6USD each. 

Pokemon Ruby and Sapphire utilize the e-Reader in a similar way. 
Using the special Pokemon 
Battle-e cards, gamers can 
fight against exclusive trainers 
and obtain berries that would 
otherwise be unavailable. 
There are three different sets, 
each containing eighteen 
unique cards with a dot-code. 
These packs are stilt available 
at many retailers for around 
S6USD each. Each version 
of the game also came with a 
different promotional trainer 
card. Another promotional card 
- the EON Ticket - was given 
out at various Pokemon events 
and was also available in 

Animal Crossing. With the e-Reader, gamers can unlock a variety of 
rare and exclusive items, songs, patterns, and mini-games. There 
are a total of four series of Animal Crossing e-Cards consisting of 
326 unique cards overall. There are also two promotional cards. The 
first is a Link Pattern that was packaged inside the December 2002 
issue of Nintendo Power, and the second is an advertisement card 
packaged with the e-Reader unit itself. 

addition to supplementing game play with the dot-codes, the 
r allows for an independent gaming environment 
.through stand-alone games and extra features 

through releases such as the Classic 
NES, Mario Party, and Pokemon 

T CG cards. 
' 0/^d/ ' Nintendo brought old-school 8- 

bit NES games to your GBA with 
the release two different series of 
classic NES games. The games that 

Nintendo chose to include were Balloon 
Fight, Baseball, Clu Clu Land, Donkey 
Kong, Donkey Kong 3, Donkey Kong Jr, 

Excitebike, Golf, Ice Climber. Mario Bros., 
Pinball, Tennis, and Urban Champion. 
Each game pack consists of five cards that 

must be scanned in succession in order 
tj to load the game. Unfortunately, only one 
7 game can be stored on the unit at a time, 

u making switching games a little tedious, 
r These games are slowly disappearing from 

retail shops, but can still be readily found 
online. Of the thirteen games. Urban Champion 

is the most difficult to locate. 
Nintendo also released a Mario Party-e 

novelty card game. The base set comes with sixty 
cards and a fold out board. Some of the cards 
have a dot-code on them to play optional Mario 

t Party style mini-games. This deck can also still 
be found in several retail stores for approximately 

J S10USD. There was also one promotional card 
V featured in the June 2003 issue of GamePro. This 
7 Two Coin card does not feature any dot-codes, but 

should be considered by collectors for completeness’ 
sake. Despite the commonality of the base set. this 

promotional card is quite difficult to locate. 
Expanding upon their legendary Pokemon TCG, 

Nintendo added dot-codes to their cards. Many cards 
include two different strips of data: a shorter strip that revealed 
extended Pokedex information 
for that particular Pokemon when 
scanned, while a larger strip 
reveals one of several mini-games, 
sometimes requiring several 
cards being scanned in to make 
a particular mini-game playable. 
There are several series 
that utilize the dot-code 
technology making the 
Pokdmon TCG by far the 
largest subset of a complete 
e-Reader collection. These 
sets include Expedition, 
Aquapolis, Skyridge, 
EX Dragon, EX Ruby & 

Nintendo Power #173. This card allows gamers to visit an additional 
island, which would otherwise be inaccessible. 

The majority of people, however, use the e-Reader exclusively for 

Sapphire, EX Sandstorm, and EX Magma vs. Aqua. It is important 
to note that the expensive “holofoil" and “reverse holofoil' cards 
never came with a dot-code, and can probably be excluded from 
your checklists. 

The Pokemon TCG also has a wide variety of promotional cards 
available. Some cards were packaged in with Pokemon movies and 
one was even given out at the Pok§mon 4Ever theatrical release. 

continued on page 54 



Moniessions of The Game Doctor 
In 1981 Bill Kunkel co-founded Electronic Games magazine, the 

first magazine devoted entirely to the new generation of plugged- 
in entertainment. Although it lasted just a few issues past its third 
birthday. Electronic Games is still regarded as one of the finest 
gaming magazines ever published In his new book Confessions 
of the Game Doctor (available at www.RolentaPress.com) the 
insightful, outspoken, and hilarious Kunkel, who often wrote 
anonymously under the pseudonym The Game Doctor, shares the 
untold story behind the people who brought us the classic era of 
electronic gaming. 

I always felt that one of the great 
advantages of being The Game 
Doctor was that I didn't have to put 
up with the kind of crap real doctors 
must endure. Remember, outside 
a very small circle, the identity of 
the Game Doctor was a complete 
mystery to both the readers of the 
various magazines we appeared 
in as well as most of the industry 
itself—until I finally outed myself in 

Kunkel shares hair-care secrets the last issue of the 90s incarnation 
with /Eon Flux of Electronic Games. 

I had learned over the years that most people believed Arnie was 
the Doc. Some guessed Joyce and there was another contingent 
altogether who believed the Game Doc was a distinct, fourth person 
altogether. Very few if any readers guessed that I was indeed The 
Game Doctor. I thought that was cool; it felt good to have created 
a personality so different from the one I presented under my own 
name that nobody recognized me behind the textual mask. So I 
started writing reviews under pseudonyms such as "Will Richardson" 
(my grandfather's name) and tried on a different perspective and 
style with each name 

As a very young child. I had a large collection of hats—fireman, 
cowboy, cop, bus driver (that came with one of those coin changers 
for my belt), etc.—and my parents swore that I could change 
personas completely each time I doffed a new chapeau. This need to 
play a variety of roles manifested itself through the 70s, when I went 
from writing comic books to playing guitar and keyboards in a rock 
band to editing, writing, and taking ringside photos for our wrestling 
magazine, Main Event, and then immersing myself in the world of 
videogames. 

But once the game stuff became 
full time, despite the fact that I was 
established as a journalist, I still 
found the compulsion to change 
hats irresistible. Thus I could be Bill 
Kunkel. Will Richardson, the Game 
Doctor, or the name I used on the 
game column I wrote for Faces, the 
heavy metal magazine that started 
up in the eariy-'80s. (I forget this 
name and I never kept any back 
issues of this Circus-wannabe.) 

Of course, as an actual game 
doctor. I was also a total fraud 
Sure. I knew a lot about the game 
business, and I intuitively understood the elements that made a 
game work or falter, But I was no programmer and not even inclined 
toward the technical. So, whenever I found myself in over my head. I 
did what real doctors do. 

I called in a specialist. And I didn't even have to split the fee. 
Basically, I collected a group of friends, people who would know 

the answer to anything my readers could dream up. My "associates" 
included Seth Mendelsohn (then with Virgin), Tommy Tallarico 
(ditto), Russ Lieblich (Activision), and Billy Pigeon (then with Hi-Tech 
Expressions) - and later, after moving to Vegas in '89, the gang at 
Westwood, Including Brett Sperry, Lou Castle and Mike Legg 

They were my “consultants”. They gave me the info and I 

massaged it into the language of the somewhat salty, crusty and 
cynical Game Doctor. 

But other than this small duster of sources, even friends were 
unaware of my medical identity So I didn't have to fend off questions 
at parties about Pong games burning out the surface of TV screens 
or what’s Inside a videogame "cassette." And you never get sued 
for malpractice, even when you’re completely wrong. It was all in 
anonymity and I loved It! 

Then the bell rang, on a Christmas morning in the late-'80s and it 
all ended. 

After attempting to ignore the bell, on the fourth ring I gave up and 
stumbled to the storm window adjacent to the front door and opened 
It up, a blast of icy New York air stiffening my nipples and sending 
goose bumps rippling down my back 

It was one of the neighborhood 
kids; the ones I occasionally loaned 
old NES games to. 

"Merry Christmas!" he piped up. 
“Man, it’s freezing What do you 

want?" 
“Can you come look at our new 

computer?" 
“I've seen computers." 
“But this one is broken." 

Kunkel shows the bird where he “I've seen broken computers, too. 
got his press credentials Merry Christmas " 

"No. no! Don't go! Maybe you can fix it?" 
Here's a kid, doesn't even know I'm the Game Doctor, and he's 

waking me up on a cold morning like I'm a country sawbones and his 
mom is birthin' a baby. 

“I'll come by when I wake up," I promised half-heartedly. 
"Pleeeeeeaaaaase, Mr. Bill," he begged me. in that kid-on- 

Christmas voice that always turns the trick in movies. "We want to 
play with our computed" 

I smiled and waved at him as I locked down the storm window and 
returned to sleep. 

About 45 minutes later, the doorbell rang again. It was the kid's old 
man and he had The Look about his eyes. It's a look you get after 
screwing with a VCR or a DVD or (especially) a computer for about 
two hours and are ready to hurl the machine out into the snow, then 
fall upon it like a werewolf and rend it into its component parts. 

"Please," was all he said, his voice distorted by frustration, cold 
and shame. "Please come look at it.” 

I may not be a sucker for the Tiny Tims of the world, but I could 
see this guy was about one crash screen away from blowing his 
bolts. So I got dressed and accompanied him the block and a half 
to the family's typical Queens two-family home. The house smelled 
of dinner cooking and cookies cooling, a picture perfect domestic 
holiday greeting card, except for the area directly in front of the TV 
set. 

There, a “shudder* Tandy PC sat. covered in wires and plugs and 
plastic bags and documentation in various languages. A collection 
of screwdrivers had been unfurled 
nearby and several males of 
varying ages sat pretending to work 
on the machine. 

Okay, now at this time, Tandy 
computers were a weird offshoot 
of standard IBM PCs. They were 
PCs but they weren't. Tandy PCs 
were purchased by people who 
were somehow lured into their 
neighborhood Radio Shack by 
the notion that they would have 
guidance should the slightest 
problem arise. For a while, the 
Tandy was so popular that when 
Quantum Link (the Commodore- 
64 exclusive online service that pictures of you with a mullet! 

A vast array of eletrical wires 
are employed to ensure that 
Kunkel's stogie stays lit 

Look what happens when you 
lose a bet that we can't find threo 

continued on page 54 



The history of Intellivision 

From their garage workshop Harold Matson and Elliot Handler 
produce picture frames. They come up with the name "Mattel" by 
combining letters from their names. Elliot uses the scraps from 
the picture frame tops and begins a side business making doll 
house furniture. 

Mattel introduces Barbie, named after Ruth and Elliot Handler's 
daughter, Barbara. The doll quickly becomes the most popular 

doll in toy history. 

Mattel adapts an “if you can't beat them, join them" attitude by 
marketing M-Network, a new line of 2600 compatible games that 
are based on best-selling Intellivision games. Astrosmash for 
Intellivision becomes Astroblast on the 2600. 
Mattel introduces Intellivoice, a peripheral that adds voice 
synthesis to the Intellivision. Individual game cartridges plug 
directly into the Intellivoice module, which itself is plugged into 
the Intellivision's cartridge slot. While every game cartridge can 

be inserted into the Intellivoice module, only special games are 
capable of producing voices. Mattel releases a trio of games that 
use voices to aid the player, rather than merely enhancing the 
game. In Bomb Squad the player has to disable a terrorist's bomb 
by using cutters, pliers, and a soldering iron. The Intellivoice acts 
as the player's partner who directs the player where to work. 

1977 

• Mattel starts an electronics division, which it calls Mattel 
Electronics. Initially Mattel Electronics develops a blueprint for a 
gaming console. Fearing that console games are just a passing 
fad. the company shelves its plans for a console and begins 
developing handheld electronic games. 

• Mattel Electronics releases hand-held Football and Auto Racing. 
Although these games only featured a series of red blips that 
symbolized players or cars, they sell out quickly. 

1980 
• Mattel Electronics introduces the Intellivision game console, the 

first serious contender to the Atari VCS. The Intellivision has better 
graphics and a steeper price - $299. Mattel promises to release 
an option peripheral that will upgrade the Intellivision console into 
a personal computer. The Intellivision quickly becomes popular 
because of its realistic two-player sports games. However the 
computer add-on is test-marketed but never released because of 
its high price. 

• Mattel signs up with Jerrold, a manufacturer of cable television 
equipment. The result is PlayCable, a system that delivers 
Intellivision games into homes through a cable TV network. 

Cable subscribers who sign up to PlayCable must purchase a 
$48 adapter, which plugs into the Intellivision console via the 
cartridge slot. Afterwards they must pay six to ten dollars a 
month to access a limited number of titles 24 hours a day. The 
PlayCable is tested in four cities and goes nationwide in the 

summer of 1981. 

1981 
• Mattel Electronics hires George Plimpton for a series of TV 

commercials in which he demonstrates that the graphically- 
superior Intellivision sports games are better than the similar 
sports games released by Atari. Atari retaliates with an ad 
campaign showing that the Atari 2600 can play all the well-known 
arcade games that aren't available on the Intellivision. 

• Several Atari and Mattel programmers defect from their respective 
companies to start Imagic. a software company that promises to 
release games for both the VCS and Intellivision systems. 

1982 

• Activision releases Pitfall!. Surprisingly, Activision doesn't 
take advantage of the Intellivision's advanced graphics and 
the Intellivision version of Pitfall! looks exactly like the 2600's 
version. 

• Mattel begins releasing action games to compete against the 
Atari 2600 under the M-Network banner. Among the most popular 
is Astrosmash. a space game that combines elements of Space 
Invaders and Asteroids. 

1983 
• Mattel unveils a new redesigned Computer Adaptor at the Winter 

CES along with its new Intellivision II. The Intellivision II is smaller 
and cheaper than its predecessor, which is quickly losing the 
spotlight to the more powerful machines like the ColecoVision 
and the Atari 5200. When Mattel actually releases the Intellivision 
II console, the Computer Adaptor is nowhere to be seen. 

• Following the lead of Coleco, which released an Atari 2600 
adaptor for its ColecoVision, Mattel releases its System Changer, 
an add-on that plugs into the Intellivision II and plays the Atari 
2600 library of games. 

• Mattel demonstrates a new Intellivision III console to select 
journalists. With an intended retail price of $300 the Intellivision 
III has 12K of ROM and 10K RAM. Its graphics are astounding 
and capable to produce a large number of colors on the screen 
at one time, unlike other existing consoles. The Intellivision III is 

never released. 
• Mattel Electronics releases a home computer called Aquarius, 

which came with 4K RAM that was expandable to 52K and 
built-in Microsoft BASIC. The unit retailed for under $200. The 
Aquarius was able to play games and Mattel released several of 
its popular Intellivision titles for the computer. Unfortunately with 
its bright blue buttons over white molding, the Aquarius looked 
like an expensive toy and Mattel scrapped it before the end of the 
year. 

• Mattel drops the M-Network name and sells Atari 2600 games 
under the Mattel Electronics name. 

• Mattel introduces games that feature SuperGraphics, a 
programming technique that increases the Intellivision's graphics 

by adding hi-res definition. The improvement is apparent in 
multiple and scrolling playfields. animated titles, and more 
colors. 

• By the end of the second quarter, the company shows a $156.1 
million loss. By November Mattel considers closing down its 
electronics division before Christmas. Fearing that decision 
would harm its toy division, Mattel keeps the electronics division 
operating. 

1984 
• Mattel decides to shut down Mattel Electronics after heavy 

losses. The division is purchased for $20 million by Terry Valeski. 
a Mattel vice-president, and Ike Perlmutter and Bernard Marden, 
owners of Odd-Lot Trading, a New York based retailer of salvaged 
goods. They rename their new acquisition Intellivision, Inc. 

• Odd-Lot Trading sells the unreleased Intellivision computer 

module in its stores. 

1985 
• INTV, Inc. sells the INTV System III (also called the Super Pro 



System), which resembled the original Intellivision console, at 

Toys ‘R Us. Kiddie City, and via mail order catalog. 

1990 
• INTV discontinues retail sales of its games and sells them only 

through the mail. 

1991 
• INTV sells out its remaining stock of Intellivision games and 

consoles and quietly shuts down. 

1995 

• The Blue Sky Rangers, a group of former Intellivision 
programmers lead by Keith Robinson, create a web site on the 
history of the Intellivision It is successful and proves that people 
are still interested in the Intellivision. 

1997 
• Keith Robinson, among with several other Blue Sky Rangers, 

found Intellivision Productions. Inc., and obtain exclusive rights 
to the Intellivision system and games. 

1998 
• Intellivision Productions releases Intellivision Lives!, a collection 

of Intellivision games for the PC and Mac. 

1999 
• Activision releases Intellivision Classics for the PlayStation. 

2001 
• Intellivision Productions sells unreleased 2600 and ColecoVision 

games at Classic Gaming Expo. 

2003 
• Intellivision Lives is released for the PS2. 
• Intellivision releases hand-held gaming systems manufactured 

by Techno-Source, The line consists of several LCD games 
patterned after classic Intellivision titles in addition, 'controllers' 
are released that plug directly into TV sets and allow gamers to 
play 10 and 25 Intellivision games respectfully. 

2004 
• Intellivision Lives is released for the X-Box, and GameCube. 

Chip stvor Super Commando Congo 80090 Defender Demon Attack Oig Dug n Diner Oonkey Kong 
Pro Golf 
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Dragon’s LairinMow 

On Getting Started: 

Don: I worked at Disney in 1955 on Sleeping Beauty This was 
while Walt was still alive and he just brought this energy to the whole 
place. I left in 1956 (originally to go on a mission to Argentina with 
the Church of Latter Day Saints) and returned in 1971 I worked there 
until 1979. and was being groomed to become Director/Producer, but 
things were different. A lot of the production values were removed 
and the defense was always 
that it was too expensive. 
There was a group of us who 
were very interested in sort of 
the more traditional style of 
animation. We found that a lot 
of the 'Old Masters" at Disney 
couldn't really remember or 
show us some of the processes 
to achieve certain special 
effects. We learned that you 
could do this really great 
animation and it didn't have to 
cost that much, because we 
were doing it ourselves. We bought some equipment and over four 
and a half years we produced a 27-minute film entitled Banjo the 
Woodpile Cat. 

Gary: We agreed to work on Dragon's Lair tor Rick and the next 
three months were spent trying to finance the animation part of it. 
We borrowed from friends and friends of friends but were still short 
the money we needed to have a clip ready to present at the Chicago 
coin-op show. Then one day, Don's brother showed up with a grocery 
bag stuffed with a huge amount of cash. Fifty thousand dollars! We 
weren't too sure where it came from and it looked a little suspicious 
but we took it to the bank and over the next three hours explained its 
origin and made sure it was ok to deposit it. It turns out. Don's brother 
had found an investor, accepted their first payment and as a joke he 
cashed it and brought it over in a Safeway bag. 

On the struggle to bring Dragon’s Lair to life: 

Rick: I had a staff of about 
30 people, but they weren't 
animators. They were 
programmers and they would 
write scripts and send them 
over for Don and his guys to 
animate. 

Dirk just saved 15% by switching his 
magical flying horse armor insurance 
to GEICO 

Gary: But we would often 
re-write the scripts as we 
animated, and what they got 
back was sometimes very 
different than what they sent This caused a lot of friction within their 
group, but we were shielded from that. Rick was the buffer. 

Don: The animators just loved working on Dragon's Lair, because it 
wasn't a feature (film). On a feature everything is about discipline and 
control and I think for many of them working on Dragon 's Lair was a 
lot more fun. 

More money problems: 

we were working on our 
second feature film titled 
East of the Sun: West of the 
Moon. But a union strike shut 
down production and our 
investors walked away. Next, 
we were approached by a 
very distinguished Japanese 
businessman who said he 
wanted to finance our next 
We were really excited and 
every time he would call we 
would have the whole office 
gathered around the phone 
to see if he had the money yet Finally, he called to say he had our 
money. He told us it was in gold bars, buried under the runway of the 
airport in Switzerland Obviously, this could not be true - but I got his 
name and maybe someday I’ll find out where he lives. Then, along 
came Rick Dyer and his idea for Dragon's Lair. 

he Dragon's 
Lair 20* Anniversary Special Edition 
set: Hey, why is Dirk heading into the 
Tunnel of Love alone? 

In 1983, Cinematronics released Dragon's Lair, the first laser-disc 
animated arcade game. Over 20 years later. Dragon’s Lair has been 
released on a variety of systems and was recently added to the 
Guiness Book of World Records. It sits along side Pong and Pac- 
Man as one of only three arcade games in the Smithsonian. All three 

exclusive interview 

Gary: We decided to leave and start our own company. Seventeen 
people resigned including me and Don and John Pomeroy The 
media made a big deal about it, saying Disney's best animators were 
leaving and Disney took it very hard I think it would be years, though, 
before we really realized how much they had it out for us after that. 

On getting the Bluth Group to animate Dragon's Lair. 

Rick: I had been designing video games for another company. We 
were making handheld games and I had an idea for an animated 
game. My wife Jen and I went to the movies and we were seeing The 
Secret of NIMH. As soon as I saw it I pointed at the screen and said 
“That’s who I want to animate my game!" 

Gary: All of the play testing was done in house. At the time, it wasn't 
turning out very good It ended up that 30% of the animation was 
either re-done or cut from the game. The Mudmen scene made it 
in; another scene called Gargoyles’ was cut but appeared on the 
Dragon's Lair Special Edition by Digital Leisure. 

On the success of Dragon’s Lair: 

Rick: This was a very expensive game to produce. At the time the 
average coin-op budget was around 150 or 175 thousand dollars and 
we spent 10 times that on the animation alone! No one was really 
sure how it would do. We spent three months on five minutes of 
footage for the Chicago coin-op show but we didn't have a finished 
product to show them After the show, when I asked Jim Pierce 

Gary: We had just finished the release of Secret of NIMH and 



(President of Cinematronics) how things went, he got this big smile 
on his face and said "we booked 10 million dollars in orders" 

Don: Part of the appeal was watching yourself die in funny ways. 
We had done research and found that, at the time, teenagers didn't 
watch animated films. Part of growing up is that you have to spit out 
your childhood and cartoons were part of that, so teenagers weren't 
really supposed to like animation. But we thought our audience 
was teenage boys, so we had to make something different than the 
cartoons of their childhood and these death scenes are funny, but 
more mature. In Space Ace. we took it a step farther with Dexter If 
you lost, you actually lost your manhood by having him 
lum into a child again 

On Who Created Dirk the Daring: 

Rick: Well, Don did a lot of the character 

Don: Oh, it was all Rick. We went over to his office 
and I remember him showing us his ideas, and he had 
this sort of bumbling character for the game. 

Rick: But Space Ace. that was mostly Don. 

On selling the home console rights to Dragon's Lair. 

Rick: I had met with Al Kahn (President of Coleco) at the Chicago 
game show He was very excited about Dragon s Lair and every time 
we talked he would say "Rick, how much you want for those home 
rights?" to which I would always reply "four million dollars." And this 
went on for awhile, until one time we were on a conference call and 
he asked about the home rights again and when I again told him four 
million dollars he got really angry, and shouted *_dammit, Rick! 
There is no way we re gonna pay you four million dollars. The most 
we will pay you is two million dollars!" I don’t know if he heard this 
over the call, but Jim Pierce was in the room with me and his head 
just hit the table. This was a time when most home console rights 
were selling for maybe 25 thousand. This game changed everything." 

David Foster, President and Founder of 
Digital Leisure, has rescued many laser-disc 
and full-motion video games from obscurity. 
Now, the Toronto-area self-taught programmer 
turned video game publisher talks about the 
past, present and future of "his kind of games." 

On getting started: 

In high school I worked for a Commodore dealer who sold systems 
but also published and sold their own software and hardware products. 
I was self-taught and worked on word processing and spreadsheet 
applications that were originally designed for the Commodore Pet. but 
went on to become huge sellers on the Commodore 64.1 became their 
senior programmer while still in high school 

I left there and along with one of their VP s created a company called 
Digital Solutions. Our biggest product was a word processor called 
Paperback Writer, but we were contacted by KayPro, who owned that 
copyright and the title was change to Pocket Writer 

On his previous company Ready Soft: 

We started ReadySoft and one of our first products was a 
Commodore 64 emulator for the Amiga, which was just a huge success. 
One of my former employees had separately been working on a home 
version of Dragon’s Lair that would feature the game play in its original 

arcade glory, and he was really interested in doing it himself, but when 
he was about 75% done he ran out of funding and we stepped in to 
finish iL 

The Amiga was one of the first computers that could really handle the 
video of those games but due to space limitations of the floppy discs 
any one release would only contain about 15% of the arcade version. 

We started Readysoft in 1998 and sold it in 1996 to a Canadian 
film company called MaloFilm. This was during the full motion video 
craze when Hollywood was trying to get into gaming MaloFilm had just 
gone public about a year earlier and they bought us and three other 
companies. They were trying to expand too fast and fell on hard times. 
They quickly gave up the nghts to Dragon's Lair, which they had never 
been too interested in, and we were able to get them back because of 
our long relationship with The Bluth Group. 

On Cliffhanger. 

Without a doubt the biggest hole in our J> 
library is Cliffhanger. We have pursued 

that game for 10 years, and sometimes we I 
have been very close to getting the rights to \ 
re-release it. I’m not really sure why it hasn't 
worked out, there have been other games 
based on Lupin the Third, but one factor may be 

that the director of the original Lupin the Third video footage 
used in Cliffhanger, Hayao Miyazaki, has since become very famous 
and successful. He directed Spirited Away, and it may be possible that 
he just doesn't want his footage used in a video game. Another game 
we pursued was Super Don Quixote, but again it was a Japanese 
company and we have chased the rights to a dead end 

On the future of “video” video games: 

It's fortunate that the technology has improved and we are able to 
release these games in their original format. It's great that the new 
systems, even the ones that aren't that new anymore, support DVD's 
so we can release these games in DVD quality. Also, we are exploring 

formats to deliver games, like digital cable and satellite 

On publishing original titles: 

Digital Leisure specializes in games using full-motion video. They have 
brought new generations of gamers such classics as Dragon’s Lair, 
Space Ace, and ....Drug Wars? 

Publishing new games isn't really our goal, but with our acquisition 
of the American Laser games we did acquire a game called Shoot 
Out at Old Tuscon. This was a full-motion video game that was never 
released, though all of the video had been shot. This title was a little 
more advanced than their other games, in terms of blue screen and 
matting, but it is a bit challenging for us in that there is no reference 
for a finished product. In a way, it is similar to the 20"' Anniversary of 

continued on page 48 



Dragon’s Lair l =*i neiosi scene 
Few games have received as much lasting attention, dedication and fanfare as Dragon's Lair. The recent special edition DVD games 

published by Digital Leisure have restored many of the lost and unreleased scenes, but in our exclusive interview with the creators. 
Video Game Collector uncovered an important piece of Dragon 's Lair history that had remained hidden—until now When asked about 
the unreleased laser disc game Barnacle Bill, Don Bluth recalled that their studio had built a scale model of a 3-masted tall ship to use in 
creating animation scenes for the game. When partner Gary Goldman reminded him that the ship had actually been built for a sequence in 
Dragon’s Lair 2. the memories came flooding back The two had created, scripted, storyboarded and scored an entire 2 minute sequence that 
would have been perhaps the most complex animated scene in Dragon's Lair history. The scene was actually a musical number featunng 
a character called The Pirate King, singing the I am a Pirate King' song from Gilbert and Sullivan's musical The Pirates of Penzance. The 
music would have continued with Dirk battling The Pirate King and a host of sea creatures. Although the scene was never completed due to 
the high cost of animating such a complex sequence, most of the production work was completed and the creators are hopeful that the scene 
will one day be completed for inclusion on yet another upcoming special edition Dragon's Lair compilation Presented here, for the first time 
anywhere, are the original storyboards, hand-drawn and by Don Bluth himself The storyboards are in sequential order, with a “threat" scene 
which shows the cored movement at the bottom, and a "resolve” scene which shows the continued animation after a successful move. The 
final six panels on page 21 show the “death resolves' - the animated sequence that would follow an incorrect move 





_ It’s Only Rock 'n' Roll: 

It’s Only Rock ’N' Roll was published 
by Xonox in 1984. No other console 
received a version of the game and in 
1985 the Commodore 64 had the sole 
computer edition. One may wonder why 
the ColecoVision was the only system 
‘blessed” with this game, but there's no 
question that it's one of the oddest and 
most infamous games that was ever 
produced for it. 

In It’s Only Rock 'N' Roll, you’re in n w ^ ^ 
band who's goal is to reach high levels Manageyour very<Twn 
of popularity, money, and status, with Kenny Roger* tribute band 
the choices you make during the game 
influencing your success. The game Is text-based, with crude graphics 
and sound, thus the majority of gameplay occurs through words and 
phrases. This format makes for a unique entry into the ColecoVision 
library, but is also why so many people dislike playing it. 

I was actually very 
amused the first time 
I played the game. It's 

I quirkiness was a nice 
I change of pace from 
I your average shooter. 
1 There are few games 
I out there that have 
I the ColecoVision tell 
I you: “Please wait. 
I I need inspiration." 
I and then give you 
I crazy song lyrics like: 
] “Why do I like a raw 
* steak?" The variety of 

actions and elements 
of strategy made the 

game interesting and seem very complex. However, it all changed the 
second time around. This game gets old really quick. 

Text-based games are interesting because they create intricate 
worlds that hold multiple possibilities. It’s Only Rock ’N'Roll appears to 
allow many choices, but most events that determine your outcome are 
out of your control. Your alcoholic drummer and the bomb threats that 
ruin your concerts are just two random annoyances that make regular 
appearances during the game. The limited sights, sounds, phrases, 
and results quickly become boring, which gave me time to imagine the 
many ways they could have made this game fun and innovative. Much 
like a classic B-movie. you’ll experience it's wackiness once, but you'll 
rarely return due to it's lack of quality. 

You can expect to put down S35 for this rare cartridge and could 
easily fork over twice as much for a complete package of It’s Only 
Rock ‘N’ Roll. Despite it’s weaknesses, many diehards are willing to 
spend the cash to acquire a hard copy. While we re not here to judge. 
I think the ColecoVision’s response (when you quit the game) says it 
all: "Ok. It's your money." 

- Nathan Kozlowski 

Review Ratings 

"ire- Awful 
m.^ = Poor 

~ ~ = Decent 

~ ~ ^ = Good 

~ = Great 

llectroplankton 
System: Nintendo DS 
Release Date: 2006 
Developer: Nintendo Co. Ltd. 
Publisher: Nintendo of America, Inc. 
Rating: Good 

It may run on a game system, but 
Electroplankton is not really a game. 
There are no puzzles to solve or enemies 
to conquer. There are no goals at all, 
except to please yourself with your 
own sonic creations. Closet musicians 
already understand the joy of such an 
endeavor, but this program makes it easy 
for anyone to create distinct, personable _. 
li^ songs - even those of us too shy to ™ entl Seated as part 
sing in our own showers. Each animated, of the 8ame art8 and craft8 
friendly-faced plankton character project that third graders 
represents its particular voice in a use to create construction 
metaphorical but unmistakable manner, paper snowflakes 
The ways that they move about seem to naturally imply the noises 
they generate, and the immediacy of the touch-screen controls 
makes it almost impossible not to rub and poke at them, just to hear 
how their rhythms and harmonies change. Once you gel your feel 
wet, it's hard not to dive in and explore the depths of the program’s 

potential. 
The software offers ten distinct 

music-making interfaces, each with a 
different visual layout through which 
to manipulate the plankton-powered 
tempos and tones of your songs. One 
mode lets you sample sounds through 
the DS microphone, so you could even 
incorporate your dog's bark or your little 
brother’s belch into your aural artwork. 
Nevertheless, while it's not a traditional 
game, it wouldn’t be fair to say that 
Electroplankton Is a full-fledged musical 
instrument, either. It's a toy, and as with 
any toy, you'll eventually get your Till of 
what you can do with it and move on. 
Yet chances are you'll fish it out again 
when you want to sing the praises of 

DS to your non-gaming friends and 
relatives. There are few packages for 

any platform that so thoroughly and accessibly demonstrate the 
simple magic of interactive entertainment 

- T.J. Dec/ 

The Electroplankton loops 
are an important part of this , 
nutritious breakfast 



Rhapsody: A Musical 
Adventure 
System: PlayStation 
Release Date: 2000 
Developer: Nippon Ichi Software 
Publisher: Atlus 
Rating: Good 

Guitar Hero 

a good place for a 

These days when Nippon Ichi is a household name to RPG 
fanatics, what with another PlayStation 2 title released every year, it's 
hard to believe that, in 2000, a Nippon Ichi title went nearly unnoticed 
Rhapsody, their first American release, turned off players with its 
decidedly "girly" theme and low budget presentation, when a wealth 
of bigger and badder RPGs could already be found on PlayStation 
In Japan, Rhapsody was followed by sequels and spin-offs, but 
American fans saw no more of Marl's Kingdom 

In the case of Rhapsody. 
logically one must point 
out that every aspect has 
a significant flaw, which 
normally would result 
in a mediocre game. 
Despite this, Rhapsody's 
a wonderful experience 
How, you may ask? 
Rhapsody oozes charm 
from every orifice. It's 
so saccharine that it has 
candy and cake as attacks, 
but while similar games 

9ov.mi.vv. end up being nauseating, 
Rhapsody succeeds by being genuine With its cute plot of girl-saves- 
prince. impeccable localization, honestly funny humor, endeanng 
characters like our innocent heroine Comet, adorable corny ballads, 
and the idyllic visuals, one can't but love being bathed in the warmth 
of Rhapsody. While the graphics and music can get repetitive and the 
battles are mind-numbingly easy, it's an experience too enchanting to 
pass up, and with its short length, Rhapsody is sure to not wear out 
its welcome. 

Recently. Atlus quietly leaked out what is estimated to be at least 
1,000 additional copies of Rhapsody. Identical to the original release, 
even in copyright date, these copies are believed to be old unsold 
stock or refurbished 
copies, but an astute 
eye will notice that the 
white security seal is 
not present, conforming 
to Sony's current 
standards. If you're 
one of the lucky few to 
possess a sealed copy 
from the original release, 
keep it that way. but for 
those of us previously 
prohibited from playing 
the game due to the 
ludicrous price that 
would often push $100, 
feel fortunate for this 
second chance 

responsible for this game of rock, 
we salute you. 

- Scott Alan Marriott 
Once the most popular girl in PSI-land, 
Rhapsody's Comet has now been seen 
hanging out in the used bins 

- Kristina Potts 

System: PlayStation 2 
Release Date: 2005 
Developer: Harmonix music Systems, Inc. 
Publisher. RedOctane 
Rating: Great 

Combine the peripheral gurus at 
RedOctane with the developers at 
Harmonix and what do you get? Sweet 
music. Guitar Hero isn't the first guitar 
peripheral game on the U S. market, 
but it's the best, thanks to the synergy 
between two music-loving companies. 
As in earlier Harmonix games like 
Frequency and Amplitude. Guitar Hero 
involves hitting a series of colored, 
cascading notes as they pass over a 
horizontal meter Notes are played by 
pressing one of five color-coded fret 
buttons on the guitar neck and then 
strumming a white bar in lieu of strings. 
If a player hits a note or chord in time, an 
electnc guitar will “sound" and points will start racking up. Multipliers 
are earned the longer you keep it up without flubbing, which is easier I 
said than done. The learning curve is near perfect, however, as 

by the time players 
develop the hand 
coordination to master | 
the easy setting's 
three frets, they'll be 
ready to tackle more 
intricate songs like 
“Bark at the Moon” 
and “Frankenstein.” 

Although none 
of the 30 licensed 
songs feature the 
original artists, most 
won't care thanks to 
the quality effort by 
the same recording 

group behind the Karaoke Revolution series. And if the included 
tracks don't light your fire, chances are you'll get more than a feeling 
from the 17 bonus tracks by a variety of indie bands. In short, you 
don’t need to wear black eyeliner or have Ozzy's mug tattooed to 
your bicep to appreciate the game. Guitar Hero makes you believe 
that you're the star of a live band, and your heart will race as your 
comfortably numb fingers nail a 
particularly complicated riff. As with 
all peripheral-based games, it's 1 
best to snatch this one up quickly - 
- word of mouth will almost certainly 
cause shortages And for those 

Guitar Haro: Remember, a big 
guitar solo isn’t finished until 
you smash your guitar on the 
stage, so buy two 
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in the world of hot chicks 
with deadly weapon-arm 
attachments. Queen Allura 
from Trapt ranks right up 
there with Witchblade 

Though you wouldn't know it by 
I its title. Trapt is the fourth game in 
I Tecmo's deliciously evil Deception 
I series that made its PlayStation debut 
I in 1996, Those yearning for a little more 
I malevolence in their lives will be pleased 
I to learn that the franchise's dark premise 
I continues in Trapt, Instead of playing as 
I the stalwart hero looking to vanquish evil 
I in medieval castles, you are a comely 
I evildoer that lures the “good guys" 
I into items that butcher, skewer, stomp. 
I and more. Trapt features a devilish 
I assortment of over 45 floor, wall, and 
I ceiling traps that players strategically 
I position on an overhead map to stun, 
I weaken, and finish off hearty groups 
I of warriors, archers, mages, priests, 
I and other foes. Giving new meaning to 
I the phrase, “the devil made me do it," 
I the protagonist is a wronged woman 
I named Allura, who enters a pact with Satan so she can exact her 
I vengeance. The game follows Allura from a third-person perspective 
I in 15 chapters of trap-setting trickery. 

While the obscure franchise has been a great alternative to the 
■ gluttony of racing, fighting, and 
I platform games, it sadly hasn't 
I evolved much over the years. Trapt 
I still suffers from repetitive objectives, 
I slowdown issues, average graphics, 
| and dialogue typos. The game's 
■ vocals are also in Japanese. 
I suggesting that Tecmo might have 

_I rushed the game to the U S. market. 
I Purple Lightning: The power of ls ,he game fun? Absolutely, but 

Prince compels you! the developers could have done so 
much more on PlayStation 2. The 

first game offered the ability to create layouts and rooms, while the 
I third game let players customize traps. Neither element is available 

in Trapt. The game is also on the short side, with the story mode 
offering 10-12 hours of play. Repeat visits are encouraged through 
random side stories, a survival mode, unlockable costumes, and 
multiple endings based on ranking, making the game a worthy 
collectible for Deception fans willing to overtook its flaws. 

- Scott Alan Marriott 

Gunstar Super Heroes 
System: Game Boy Advanced 
Release Date: 2005 
Developer: Treasure 
Publisher: Sega of America. Inc, 
Rating: Good 

Finding a quality shooter on Game Boy 
Advance is like trying to find a woman at 
a Star Trek convention. It's possible, but 
you have to look really hard. Treasure 
has made that process a whole lot easier 
with Astro Boy and now Gunstar Super 
Heroes, the follow-up to 1993's Gunstar 
Heroes on Sega Genesis. The Japanese 
development team that crafted the 
acclaimed original reloads for a handheld 
version that features something old, something new, something 
borrowed, and something blue. The "old” is a few concepts from the 
16-bit game, including a high-speed fight in a mineshaft, a boss-filled 
stage structured like a board game, and characters that perform 
both melee and projectile attacks. The "new" aspects are a female 

character, levels that feature 360° 
movement, and bosses that have to be 
seen to be believed. Borrowed elements 
include nods to classic Sega games, 
such as Flicky. while "Blue" happens to 
be one of the heroes under your control. 

This "marriage" between an old- 
school shooter and the GBA starts 
off with a bang and lasts about as 
long There are only six stages, six 
highly intense stages, but there are no 
incentives to beat the game on each 
of its three difficulty settings, other 
than to see different endings This is 
disappointing since the game has all the 

elements of a top-notch shooter: frenetic action, big special effects, 
level variety, and epic boss fights. It's all wrapped up in a tight 
package that strips away fluff in favor of pure, unadulterated combat. 
It's also a technological marvel 
considering the system's limitations, 
but there's still the nagging 
sensation that the developer could 
have squeezed in a few branching 
paths, extra characters, two-player 
support, or other goodies If you're 
looking for a thrill ride and love 
shooters, consider Gunstar Super 
Heroes to be another jewel In 
Treasure's Impressive 2D legacy. 
Its long-term value, however, is 
somewhat diminished. 

Your Rascal Mobility 
Scooter is on it's way at no 
cost to you 

-Scott Alan Marriott 

The heroes of Gunstar Super He¬ 
roes (above), and their secretary 
(above left) 
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working Designs 

In late 2005, after nearly two decades of publishing, RPG publisher 
extraordinaire Working Designs closed shop, citing difficulties in 
getting some of their preferred titles approved for release. Join 
Video Game Collector as we take a fond look back at the history of 
the company and some of the terrific games they did bring us. 

1986 
Working Designs is founded in Redding, California as a partnership 
between programmer Todd Mark and venture capitalist Sylvia 
Schmitt with the intent of creating and marketing accounting software 
for the IBM PC. 

1988 
Co-founder Todd Mark dies unexpectedly. Schmitt hires programmer 
and Redding resident Victor Ireland, who completes Mark's 
unfinished work, and the Master Accountant software series is 
released. 

1990 
Thanks to Ireland's personal interest in the video game market, the 
company changes direction and prepares to enter the lucrative video 
game industry. 

1991 
Working Designs signs its first-ever publishing agreement, with 
Japanese game publisher Taito Corp.. to localize and release the 
NEC TurboGrafx-16 title Parasol Stars in the United States. Later 
that year Cadash is released and becomes one of the TurboGrafx- 
16's top-selling games for the year 

1992 
Working Designs signs a publishing agreement with Telenet 
Japan Co., Ltd., for the TurboGrafx-CD game Cosmic Fantasy 2. 
Localization work begins in April making Working Designs the first- 
ever third-party publisher of CD-ROM video game software in the 
United States. Recording equipment is purchased and studio space 
is leased to facilitate the re-recording of audio for CD-ROM games in 
a professional environment. 

1993 
Working Designs receives approval to become a third-party 
publisher for the Sega CD platform. Lunar: The Silver Star is 
released in December and receives a number of awards from video 
game magazines, the most notable being named “Best RPG of 
1993“ and Sega's “Best RPG" by GameFan. 

1994 
Lunar passes the 50,000-unit sales mark, making it the best-selling 
RPG ever released for the Sega CD, and the #3 best-selling Sega 
CD game in all categories. Working Designs officially becomes 
a publisher for Sega's new Saturn video game system, licensing 
their third Sega CD product, the action/adventure title Popful Mail, 
from Sega of Japan. Vay is released to the retail channel amid 
great reviews and “Best RPG of 1994“ awards from a number of 
publications. 

1995 
Working Designs becomes a PlayStation third-party licensee, but no 
games are initially approved for publication, due to Sony Computer 
Entertainment America's initial lack of interest in the RPG market. 
Lunar: Eternal Blue is released for the Sega CD in September, and 
becomes the platform's best-selling game of 1995. 

1S2S 
Working Designs releases Iron Storm, Shining Wisdom and Dragon 
Force for the Sega Saturn, all of which go on to gamer numerous 
awards. 

1997 
Working Designs ships the Taito-developed shooter RayStorm, its 
first PlayStation product and its first game under the action-oriented 
“Spaz“ brand label. 
Albert Odyssey is released for the Sega Saturn in July and is 
cited by Game Informer magazine as “The Funniest RPG Ever." 
Recognizing the rapid decline of the Saturn market in the United 
States, Working Designs reluctantly cancels the Saturn version 
of Lunar: Silver Star Story and transfers the project to the Sony 
PlayStation, on which the game can be enjoyed by many more 
gamers. The title is also changed to Lunar: Silver Star Story 
Complete, as the PlayStation version contains exclusive features not 
found in the Sega CD or Saturn versions of Lunar. 

1998 
Alundra, licensed from Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. (Japan), is 
released, breaks the 100.000-unit sales mark in just over a month, 
and receives an award from Sony Computer Entertainment at E3 for 
best RPG. The company's first-ever strategy guide, Alundra Official 
Strategy Guide, features full-color pages, an offer for a free Alundra 
poster, and two sheets of Memory Card and character stickers-which 
are among the most impressive bonuses ever included with any 
strategy guide. Plans are announced for the deluxe packaging of 
Lunar: Silver Star Story Complete, which include a music soundtrack 
CD, a “Making of 
Lunar” movie CD, 
a cloth map, and a 
hardbound art book/ 
instruction manual. Ii 
December. Working 
Designs ships its 
final Sega Saturn 
product. Magic Knigl 
Rayearth, which 
immediately sells ou 
at retailers nationwid 
as game-starved 
Saturn owners (and 
game collectors) 
eagerly snatch up th 
last Saturn game evi 
released in the U.S. 

1999 
In May, with 
anticipation for the 
product at a fever 
pitch, Working 
Designs ships 
Lunar: Silver Star 
Story Complete to 
retailers where it 
quickly becomes the 
most successful title 
in the company's 
history. NPD/TRSTS 
sales 
Lunar the best- 
PlayStation game for the month of June 1999 and the fifth-best¬ 
selling game across all platforms. In a revolutionary marketing move, 
the company decides to voluntarily cease shipments of the game 
to stores on December 31, 1999 (turning the game into an instant 
collector's item) and announces the decision with a light-hearted 
advertising campaign that gently mocks game collectors. 

continued on page 26 



Market Watcra 
Video Game Controllers 

Throughout the history of video games, controllers have been a 
big part of the market. From dance pads to light guns and fishing 
rods to steering wheels, controllers have become quite popular, and 
sometimes quite essential to capturing the feel of the game. This is 
true even more so in the present day as many games require a specific 
type of controller to fully experience the developer's intent. These 
specialty controllers have also become quite pricey, and can command 
above average prices on the secondary market. 

When you talk about unique controllers, there is no gaming device 
that is more 
distinctive 
than the Steel 
Battalion 
controller for 
Xbox. The 
game and 
controller 
were ,n case y°u pawned your Hattori Hanzo sword, this 
originally katana controller for the PS2 is just the ticket 

sold together for a staggering $200.00, which is a lot to pay when you 
consider that it worked with only one game. Granted, a second game 
came later, but that is still a high price tag to pay even for two games. 
Manufactured in limited quantities, it quickly sold out and smart gamers 
dumped their controller on eBay, earning them as much as $500.00. 
Like many •hot" collectibles, the price did come down, and shrewd 
collectors can sometimes find one on eBay for under $100.00, with the 
average price going for $140.00. But any controller that includes an 
eject button has to be expensive. 

One of the first collectible controllers was the Tron controller for the 
Atari 2600. Because it was originally made available as an exclusive 
mail-in offer to people who bought the two Tron games, it has become 
quite rare. The joystick is actually very nice, featuring a cool blue color 
and a retractable cord. It reached a peak price of around $50.00 
loose, and still hovers near that price. A boxed one can easily be worth 
twice that much. 

If you are a fan of the Atari 5200, then you are familiar with its 
horrible joysticks. Besides being non-centering, they break easily, cost 
a fortune to repair, and are generally regarded as the most unreliable 

joysticks ever created. Luckily there were several 
wJJSfc options for 5200 fans. The best (but alas, most 

costly) was the Masterpiay Interface. This adaptor 
allowed gamers to plug any Atari 2600 controller 
into it and use it to play their favorite Atari 5200 
games. Obviously it was only good for games 
that used just one button, but such was the case 
with the majority of the great arcahe titles Ve-y 
rare and extremely expensive, the Masterpiay 
Interface will set you back $200.00 for a boxed 
version, and less than half that for a loose one. 

Use this sweet For 5200 fans, it is well worth the investment. 
Tron controller The Vectrex had a few of the most collectible 
for the Atari 2600 controllers. By far the most expensive is The 
to beat up on the Vectrex 3D Imager. Very primitive in design, it 
old Master Control a||ows p|ayers t0 experience a number of 3D 
program games by wearing a pair of glasses that used a 
spinning wheel of different colors to achieve its effects. The results are 
pretty decent and the games are not bad. The price has been steadily 
going up over the years as collectors have hoarded them. What 
once sold in the $200.00 range can now fetch between $800.00 and 
$1,000.00 for a boxed one. 

The other controller for the Vectrex is the Light Pen, which allowed 
you to make music and draw on your Vectrex when using the programs 
ArtAction and AnimAction. There was a time when it sold for well over 
$150.00 loose, but a fair amount of boxed ones have surfaced on the 
market, driving the price down to around $150 boxed and $100 loose. 

Towards the end of the Dreamcast run, a unique game came out 
with an even more unique controller. Samba de Amigo was released 
as a standalone game, but players could purchase a set of specialty 

maraca controllers for $79.95. Two-player games required a second 
set of maracas, which created quite an investment to play a game, 
but it did not deter gamers from snatching them up. Selling for as high 
at $150.00 per set on eBay, third-party controllers soon flooded the 
market. Among them was a Japanese version that, aside from its box 
design, was identical to its American counterpart. Soon the price fell 
and bottomed out at a low of $50.00 for the American version. But 
over the past few years, the demand has increased for the American 
version. While the Japanese version still goes for around $50.00, a 
boxed American set will sell for $80.00-$100.000. 

These days there are more specialty controllers coming out than 
ever before. Items like the Guitar Freaks guitar, Street Fighter 
Anniversary Arcade Stick and the Resident Evil 4 chainsaw controller 
may increase in value over the years, and licensed controllers such 
as the Mortal Kombat Game 
Pads may be sought after by 
collectors down the road. But 
prices will depend on how 
limited the supplies are, how 
much demand there is for the 
games, and how unique the 
controller is iteself. As with all Resident EvU 4 chainsaw Controller: 
collectibles, past performance is por the last time, video games do 
no guarantee for future results. not encourage violence. The same 
Buy to play and let the value be really can't be said of this chainsaw 
a bonus. But hang onto those controller, however 
boxes just in case. 

■Tom ZJaba 

Working Designs 
continued from page 25 

2000 
Working Designs announces the most massive undertaking in 
company history: Arc The Lad Collection, featuring all three chapters 
in the Arc The Lad series, which were released as individual games 
in Japan, and which were the most popular Japanese RPGs never 
brought to the United States. Also announced are Lunar 2: Eternal 
Blue Complete and its revolutionary pack-in items: three game CDs, 
a “Making of Lunar 2* movie CD, a Lunar 2 soundtrack CD with 
arranged and expanded music, a paper map of the world of Lunar, 
four character mini-standees, and a full-size gold metallic replica of 
Lucia's Pendant, a beautiful necklace worn by the game's female 
protagonist as well as the most revolutionary preorder premium 
ever distributed by a video game company: consumers who make a 
$20 deposit receive a free "punching puppet" of Ghaleon (the Lunar 
series' enormously popular anti-hero), with design work by Toshiyuki 
Kubooka, character designer for Lunar: SSSC and Lunar 2: EBC. In 
August, Working Designs announces the release of Gungriffon Blaze 
and Silpheed: The Lost Planet, its first two PlayStation2 titles. 

2001 
Working Designs releases Silpheed: The Lost Planet for the 
PlayStation 2 after many months making the game up to Working 
Designs standards of excellence. 

2002 
After many long years of development, Arc the Lad Collection is 
released. It is the largest console RPG anthology ever released, 
and the final game Working Designs published for the original 
PlayStation. 

Growlanser Generations is released for the PS2 in both a standard 
and deluxe boxed version. 

In December Working Designs ceases operations. 



Price Guide Intro 
Watch Out for Falling Prices! 

A rash of re-issues and recently discovered surprises of vintage 
"new old stock" (NOS) has driven prices down for several key 
games. Two of the hottest PS2 titles from last month. Ret and 
Gitaroo-Man, both plummet as re-releases send prices back to 
earth. Not to be outdone two of the hottest PS1 titles. Rhapsody 
and Persona 2: Eternal Punishment, also see a flood of sealed 
copies entering the market. With holiday shopping and the need for 
extra cash causing many folks to part with their high-end collectible 
games, auction prices were low on other rare titles as well, but 
perhaps the strangest and most unexpected price drop comes 
from two of the hottest titles from the Atari 2600. tkan Warriors 
and Motorodeo were two of the scarcest 2600 titles, with loose 
carts sometimes fetching as much as $500. These carts seemed 
to be missing from just about everyone's collection until cases of 
each title—from excess factory stock—were recently discovered in 
Venezuela, a country that uses the NTSC format making the games 
compatible with US Atari systems. Now readily available, these 
two former holy grails can now be had on ebay for a fraction of their 
previous value but the supplies will dry up eventually so pick up a set 
while you can. 

While rare game prices were dropping like flies, many common 
games enjoyed unexpected surges in value. In December and 
January, Pitfall (Atari 2600), Final Fantasy VII (PS1). and Super 
Mario Brothers Classic NES Series (GBA) were all selling on ebay 
for more than double their prices from just one year ago. 

Welcome to Video Game Collector's bold (but not brash) Price 
Guide, a crazy-big list of every known North American release for 
every major video game system from the ancient Atari 2600 to the 
brand-spankin’-new Xbox 360—or Xbox Three-Ciddy, if you prefer 
the "gangsta* pronunciation. Each issue's Price Guide is updated 
with the latest game releases and price fluctuations in the ever- 
changing market, although we re often tempted to recycle the same 
list over and over again and hope you won't notice. 

What follows is a list of frequently asked questions about the Price 
Guide, along with snarky answers for each. And remember that, as 
South Park's Mr. Garrison once said, there are no stupid questions 
— just stupid people. 

Where do you get your prices? 
The Price Guide's dollar values are an average of published 

and reported prices from a variety of sources: retail sales, eBay 
auctions, online price lists, and private transactions. Each value 
listed is for near-mint condition. Cartridges must be clean (no video¬ 
rental stickers or Magic-Markered names), and labels must be intact 
(no peeling corners or ■Actiplaque"). Discs must be unscratched 
and unresurfaced. With boxed games, the instruction manual 
must be included, and both the box and manual must be in near¬ 
mint condition Scratches, bends, stains, folds, spindles, and/or 
mutilations will lower the value of the game, box and/or manual. 

Why isn't my game listed? 
We've worked to include all known domestic video game releases, 

but a few may have slipped past us while we were indulging in 
our daily Robotron: 2084 session. And while we update our lists 
right up 'til the moment we have to hand over the Excel files to the 
layout guy, a handful of new releases always ships too late for us 
to include. If your game is for a vintage system, visit our website at 
www.vgcollector.com and let us know we screwed up. 

Do you list label and packaging variants? 
We list label and packaging variations when those variations 

affect a game's price. For instance. Sears Tele-Games versions of 
Atari 2600 cartridges are usually worth slightly more than their Atari 
equivalents, so we supply entries for Atari-label and Sears-label 
variants. If a variant doesn’t affect the price, only the title and its 
average value are listed. And while we don't have separate listings 
for Greatest Hits, Ratinum Hits and Player's Choice budget-label 
variants, collectors always prefer non-budget editions. 

Will anyone pay me the price listed in your magazine? 
A video game store won't pay you Price Guide values for your 

games, since the owner needs to turn a profit in order to cover his 
rent, utilities, payrolls, and gambling habit. Most stores will offer a fair 
price for your games, based on a percentage of what they sell the 
games for. This often depends on a number of factors, including the 
demand for a particular title, the number of copies already in stock, 
and the condition of your game 

I What does NCSR mean? 
I NCSR stands for No Current Sales Recorded, which is often the 
I case with games that are less frequently seen than Bigfoot. 

Why are some game titles listed in red or green, and why do 
some game prices have red or green arrows next to them? 

A title in green is one of the best games for the system under 
which it's listed, and a title in red is one of the worst These rankings 
were determined by an extremely scientific poll of VGC editors in 
which each was asked to compose a list of games that are cool and 
games that suck. 

A green arrow indicates a price that has gone up since last issue, 
and a red arrow indicates a price that has gone the opposite of the 
opposite of the opposite of up. 



Market Watch L> 
Video Game Controllers 

Throughout the history of video games, controllers have been a 
big part of the market. From dance pads to light guns and fishing 
rods to steering wheels, controllers have become quite popular, and 
sometimes quite essential to capturing the feel of the game. This is 
true even more so in the present day as many games require a specific 
type of controller to fully experience the developer's intent. These 
specialty controllers have also become quite pricey, and can command 
above average prices on the secondary market. 

When you talk about unique controllers, there is no gaming device 
that is more 
distinctive 
than the Steel 
Battalion 
controller for 
Xbox. The 
game and 

were In case you pawned your Hattori Hanzo sword, this 
originally katana controller for the PS2 is just the ticket 

sold together for a staggering $200.00, which is a lot to pay when you 
consider that it worked with only one game. Granted, a second game 
came later, but that is still a high price tag to pay even for two games. 
Manufactured in limited quantities, it quickly sold out and smart gamers 
dumped their controller on eBay, earning them as much as $500.00. 
Like many ■hot’ collectibles, the price did come down, and shrewd 
collectors can sometimes find one on eBay for under $100.00, with the 
average price going for $140.00. But any controller that includes an 
eject button has to be expensive. 

One of the first collectible controllefs was the Tron controller for the 
Atari 2600. Because it was originally made available as an exclusive 
mail-in offer to people who bought the two Tron games, it has become 
quite rare. The joystick is actually very nice, featuring a cool blue color 
and a retractable cord. It reached a peak price of around $50.00 
loose, and still hovers near that price. A boxed one can easily be worth 
twice that much. 

If you are a fan of the Atari 5200. then you are familiar with its 
horrible joysticks. Besides being non-centering, they break easily, cost 
a fortune to repair, and are generally regarded as the most unreliable 

joysticks ever created. Luckily there were several 
options for 5200 fans. The best (but alas, most 
costly) was the Masterplay Interface. This adaptor 
allowed gamers to plug any Atari 2600 controller 
into it and use it to play their favorite Atari 5200 
games. Obviously it was only good for games 
that used just one button, but such was the case 
with the majority of the great arcade titles. Very 
rare and extremely expensive, the Masterplay 
Interface will set you back $200.00 for a boxed 
version, and less than half that for a loose one. 

Use this sweet For 5200 fans, it is well worth the investment. 
Tron controller The Vectrex had a few of the most collectible 
for the Atari 2600 controllers. By far the most expensive is The 
to beat up on the Vectrex 3D Imager. Very primitive in design, it 
old Master Control a||ows players to experience a number of 3D 
Program games by wearing a pair of glasses that used a 
spinning wheel of different colors to achieve its effects. The results are 
pretty decent and the games are not bad. The price has been steadily 
going up over the years as collectors have hoarded them. What 
once sold in the $200.00 range can now fetch between $800.00 and 
$1,000.00 for a boxed one. 

The other controller for the Vectrex is the Light Pen, which allowed 
you to make music and draw on your Vectrex when using the programs 
ArtAction and AnimAction. There was a time when it sold for well over 
$150.00 loose, but a fair amount of boxed ones have surfaced on the 
market, driving the price down to around $150 boxed and $100 loose. 

Towards the end of the Dreamcast run, a unique game came out 
with an even more unique controller. Samba de Amigo was released 
as a standalone game, but players could purchase a set of specialty 

maraca controllers for $79.95. Two-player games required a second 
set of maracas, which created quite an investment to play a game, 
but it did not deter gamers from snatching them up. Selling for as high 
at $150.00 per set on eBay, third-party controllers soon flooded the 
market. Among them was a Japanese version that, aside from its box 
design, was identical to its American counterpart. Soon the price fell 
and bottomed out at a low of $50.00 for the American version. But 
over the past few years, the demand has increased for the American 
version. While the Japanese version still goes for around $50.00, a 
boxed American set will sell for $80.00-$100.000. 

These days there are more specialty controllers coming out than 
ever before. Items like the Guitar Freaks guitar, Street Fighter 
Anniversary Arcade Stick and the Resident Evil 4 chainsaw controller 
may increase in value over the years, and licensed controllers such 
as the Mortal Kombat Game 
Pads may be sought after by 
collectors down the road. But 
prices will depend on how 
limited the supplies are, how 
much demand there is for the 
games, and how unique the _ 
controller is iteself. As with all Resident EvU 4 chainsaw Controller: 
collectibles, past performance is por the last time, video games do 
no guarantee for future results, not encourage violence. The same 
Buy to play and let the value be really can't be said of this chainsaw 
a bonus. But hang onto those controller, however 
boxes just in case. 

■Tom ZJaba 

Working Designs 
continued from page 25 

2000 
Working Designs announces the most massive undertaking in 
company history: Arc The Lad Collection, featuring all three chapters 
in the Arc The Lad series, which were released as individual games 
in Japan, and which were the most popular Japanese RPGs never 
brought to the United States. Also announced are Lunar 2: Eternal 
Blue Complete and its revolutionary pack-in items: three game CDs, 
a “Making of Lunar 2“ movie CD. a Lunar 2 soundtrack CD with 
arranged and expanded music, a paper map of the world of Lunar, 
four character mini-standees, and a full-size gold metallic replica of 
Lucia's Pendant, a beautiful necklace worn by the game's female 
protagonist as well as the most revolutionary preorder premium 
ever distributed by a video game company: consumers who make a 
$20 deposit receive a free "punching puppet" of Ghaleon (the Lunar 
series' enormously popular anti-hero), with design work by Toshiyuki 
Kubooka, character designer for Lunar: SSSC and Lunar 2: EBC. In 
August, Working Designs announces the release of Gungriffon Blaze 
and Silpheed: The Lost Planet, its first two PlayStation2 titles. 

2001 
Working Designs releases Silpheed: The Lost Planet for the 
PlayStation 2 after many months making the game up to Working 
Designs standards of excellence. 

2002 
After many long years of development, Arc the Lad Collection is 
released. It is the largest console RPG anthology ever released, 
and the final game Working Designs published for the original 
PlayStation. 

2004 
Growlanser Generations is released for the PS2 in both a standard 
and deluxe boxed version. 

In December Working Designs ceases operations. 



Watch Out for Falling Prices! 
A rash of re-issues and recently discovered surprises of vintage 

‘new old stock" (NOS) has driven prices down for several key 
games. Two of the hottest PS2 titles from last month. Rez and 
Gitaroo-Man, both plummet as re-releases send prices back to 
earth. Not to be outdone two of the hottest PS1 titles, Rhapsody 
and Persona 2 Eternal Punishment, also see a flood of sealed 
copies entering the market. With holiday shopping and the need for 
extra cash causing many folks to part with their high-end collectible 
games, auction prices were low on other rare titles as well, but 
perhaps the strangest and most unexpected price drop comes 
from two of the hottest titles from the Atari 2600. Ikari Warriors 
and Motorodeo were two of the scarcest 2600 titles, with loose 
carts sometimes fetching as much as $500. These carts seemed 
to be missing from just about everyone's collection until cases of 
each title—from excess factory stock—were recently discovered in 
Venezuela, a country that uses the NTSC format making the games 
compatible with US Atari systems. Now readily available, these 
two former holy grails can now be had on ebay for a fraction of their 
previous value but the supplies will dry up eventually so pick up a set 
while you can. 

While rare game prices were dropping like flies, many common 
games enjoyed unexpected surges in value. In December and 
January, Pitfall (Atari 2600), Final Fantasy VII (PS1). and Super 
Mario Brothers Classic NES Series (GBA) were all selling on ebay 
for more than double their prices from just one year ago. 

Welcome to Video Game Collector's bold (but not brash) Price 
Guide, a crazy-big list of every known North American release for 
every major video game system from the ancient Atari 2600 to the 
brand-spankin'-new Xbox 360—or Xbox Three-Ciddy, if you prefer 
the "gangsta* pronunciation. Each issue's Price Guide is updated 
with the latest game releases and price fluctuations in the ever- 
changing market, although we're often tempted to recycle the same 
list over and over again and hope you won't notice. 

What follows is a list of frequently asked questions about the Price 
Guide, along with snarky answers for each. And remember that, as 
South Park's Mr. Garrison once said, there are no stupid questions 
— just stupid people. 

Where do you get your prices? 
The Price Guide's dollar values are an average of published 

and reported prices from a variety of sources: retail sales, eBay 
auctions, online price lists, and private transactions. Each value 
listed is for near-mint condition. Cartridges must be clean (no video- 
rental stickers or Magic-Markered names), and labels must be intact 
(no peeling corners or ’Actiplaque"). Discs must be unscratched 
and unresurfaced. With boxed games, the instruction manual 
must be included, and both the box and manual must be in near¬ 
mint condition. Scratches, bends, stains, folds, spindles, and/or 
mutilations will lower the value of the game, box and/or manual. 

Why isn't my game listed? 
We've worked to include all known domestic video game releases, 

but a few may have slipped past us while we were indulging in 
our daily Robotron: 2084 session. And while we update our lists 
right up til the moment we have to hand over the Excel files to the 
layout guy, a handful of new releases always ships too (ate for us 
to include. If your game is for a vintage system, visit our website at 
www vgcollector.com and let us know we screwed up 

Do you list label and packaging variants? 
We list label and packaging variations when those variations 

affect a game’s price For instance, Sears Tele-Games versions of 
Atari 2600 cartridges are usually worth slightly more than their Atari 
equivalents, so we supply entries for Atari-label and Sears-label 
variants. If a variant doesn't affect the price, only the title and its 
average value are listed. And while we don’t have separate listings 
for Greatest Hits, Platinum Hits and Player's Choice budget-label 
variants, collectors always prefer non-budget editions. 

Will anyone pay me the price listed in your magazine? 
A video game store won't pay you Price Guide values for your 

games, since the owner needs to turn a profit in order to cover his 
rent, utilities, payrolls, and gambling habit. Most stores will offer a fair 
price for your games, based on a percentage of what they sell the 
games for. This often depends on a number of factors, including the 
demand for a particular title, the number of copies already in stock, 
and the condition of your game. 

What does NCSR mean? 
NCSR stands for No Current Sales Recorded, which is often the 

case with games that are less frequently seen than Bigfoot. 

Why are some game titles listed in red or green, and why do 
some game prices have red or green arrows next to them? 

A title in green is one of the best games for the system under 
which ifs listed, arid a title in red is one of the worst. These rankings 
were determined by an extremely scientific poll of VGC editors in 
which each was asked to compose a list of games that are cool and 
games that suck. 

A green arrow indicates a price that has gone up since last issue, 
and a red arrow indicates a price that has gone the opposite of the 
opposite of the opposite of up. 
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For collectors of modern systems, the proud 
exclamation “I just completed my Tigervision set" 
my not have much meaning, but for vintage gaming 
enthusiasts it would definitely be something to brag 
about. Many vintage collectors (especially from 
the Atari 2600 or VCS camp) often try to complete 
collections by particular publishers. One of the 
easiest sets to complete is from INTV. who only 
released 11 games for the VCS. none of which is 
especially rare. Perhaps the most difficult set to 
complete Is from CommaVid. which released only 
7 VCS titles but included in those are Stronghold, 
Cakewalk, and the ultra-rare mail-order exclusives 
Magicard and Video Life, as well as the underrated 
(and undervalued) Mines of Minos. 

Altered States 

Gravitar was released by Atari in two different formats. 
Originally, Gravitar was released as a mail-order title 
through the Atari Club and came with a silver label. 
This version was later released in stores in vory small 
quantities and remains a sought after variation. Atari 
later released Gravitar with a red label, which remains 
fairly common. 

Atari 2600 Cont. Atari 2600 Com. UartMM Atari 2600 Corn. Atari 2600 Com. 
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Despite its cover 
and title screen, the 
NES game The Last 
Starfighter is actually 
a port of Uridium-a 
Commodore 64 game 
from 1985, so If you beat 
the game surrounded 
by friends and well- 
wishers in your mobile 
home park don’t expect 
Centauri to recruit you in 
his flying car to join his 
battle against Lord Kril 

Nintendo (NES) Nintendo Cent. Nintendo Corn. 



Nintendo Corn. 
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Rush’n Attack: 
Apparently the poor 
Russian economy still 
allows for flying military 
helicopter go-carts. 

Pirates of Dark Water: 
Perhaps the first 
appearance of Xander 
from Drawn Together 

Lester the Unlikely: 
The first gamo package 
to show Harry Potter 
being chased by Wonder 
Woman 





Nintendo 64 Com. 
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Super Smash Brothers: 
Few people realize Mario 
is Japanese for ‘ top- 
level Pokcmon trainer" 





Kirby Tilt *n' Tumble: 
With his round, flabby 
physique and love of 
sweets, Kirby is hardly 
the proper role model for 
America's increasingly 
overweight youth 

Before Nlntendogs came 
along for the DS and got 
everyone excited about 
fancy, realistic virtual 
pets there was just Dogz 

Speedy Gonzales: 
Apparently all the good 
cartoon character 
licenses were already 
taken 

Finally, you can go 
fishing without all the 
“wake up its 4 am time 
for an early start” and 
the "be quiet so you 
don't scare the fish'' 
and the “quit crying, H'i 



Game Boy Advance 

Robocop: Doing its part 
to help perpetuate the 
geeky but sexy lady 
scientist stereotype (not 
that there's anything 
wrong with that) 

Two of the hottest GBA 
titles were recently 
re-released on a single 
cartridge, sending prices 
down on their original 
releases 
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Bookworm: the first 
game by bookworms 
for bookworms (and it's 
called Bookworm) 



GamcTBoy Advance 
Game Bov Advance Coni. 
* e-*ss 

Game Boy Advance Cont. Game Boy Advance Com. Nintendo VirtualBoy 
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Sega Master System 
Sega Master System Sega Master System Corn. Sega Genesis Corn. Sega Genesis Cont. Sega Genesis Cont. 

Fatal Rewind: One dollar 
charge if not Fatally- 
rewound when returned 

Golden Axe Warrior: Not 
at all like The Legend of 
Zelda 

Arcus Odyssey. Four 
players, dungeon 
exploring, top-down 
view, but unlike Gauntlet 
this game doesn't pester 
you for quarters when 
you are about to bite it 



Sega Genesis 

Here tt is, folks! Beggar Prince, the first new game 
for Sega Genesis in seven years. Released by 
Super Fighter Team, a video game developer. 
Beggar Prince is a fully licensed game, which 
(unlike most homebrews) is manufactured in new 
cartridges and with new cases and manuals It also 
happens to be a great RPG, with lots of characters 
and plenty of action. If you've spent the past seven 
years waiting for a new Genesis release, or if you 
just need to get this last title to complete your 
collection, order it today at www.beggarprince.com 

The last thought of people who invested in tech stocks 

Insert your own Johnny Cash caption hero 



Sega 32X Sega CD Corn. Sega CD 



Sega Dreamcast Cont Sega Saium Cont. Dreamcast Cont Sega Game Gear Cont Sega Game Gear Cont 
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PlayStation 

PlayStation 
Diablo: El Diablo es 
enfuego 
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I Fear Effect 2:1 got your 'District Maintenance Hub’ i 
1 right hero, baby. 



PlayStation 

Although later installments can somotimes be worth 
more than the originals, the first game in a series can 
often be found for a bargain price and may appreciate 
later as gamers new to the series want to see how 
it all began. Keep an eye out for Grandia, Tecmo’s 
Deception and the original Resident Evil 



PlayStation 

The Adventures of 
Cookie & Cream: not 
endorsed by Nabisco 

2D fighters never seem to go out of style! Formerly 
common titles like Street Fighter Alpha 3 (PS1) are 
selling briskly and rare titles liko Guilty Gear (PS1) and 
Marvel vs. Capcom 2 (PS2) are only getting better. 

PlayStation 2 Com 



PlayStation 2 



PlayStation 2 
_ .___ A 

PlayStation 2 Cont PlayStation 2 Corn PlayStation 2 Cent Sony PSP Corn Sony PSP Com 

David Foster 
continued from page 19 

Dragon's Lair, in which we had access to scenes that 
had ended up on the cutting room floor, and we were 
able to integrate those into a finished product. 

On Thayer's Quest 

All of the coding was done from scratch, but there 
wasn't a film master to use for the footage, the laser 
discs are the only video masters that exist. Luckily, 
there is a great group of enthusiasts who were 
able to help us wrth the finished game Historically, 
the fans, especially from the Dragon 's Lair project 

website (www.dragons-lair-project.com). are a great 
resource. They hand picked frames from the original 
laser discs to create a new video master. They 
also gave us insight into ways some of the original 
game play could be enhanced and that allowed us 
to include two versions on the same disc—a “home- 
version with some great enhancements and an 
“arcade" version that includes the original arcade 
release. 

On Dragon's Lair in High-Definition: 

Originally, when we met with Sony and Microsoft 
(about releasing classic laser disc games for next 
generation consoles) they weren't that interested. 
They really wanted to focus on games that 

showcased the 3D capabilities of their systems. But 
now. we are creating a version of Dragon's Lair in 
high-definition that would be perfect for HD systems 
like Xbox 360 Dragon's Lair. Space Ace and 
Dragon's Lair II are perhaps the only laser games 
that could be created in high definition since, unlike 
Thayer's Quest and most other laser disc games, 
the original film masters for the Don Bluth games 
still exist. As we work on a high-definition version of 
these games hopefully the hardware makers will look 
at them again with an open mind. 



rnmmm report 
Classic gaming fans were recently blessed with the opening of not one. but two new retail stores catering to classic gamers. 

Why not make one of these stores part of your summer vacation or at the very least a field trip for your work release group? 

First up? Only the opening of the Digital Press Video 

Games store in Clifton. New Jersey. Joe Santulli, publisher 

of The Digital Press collector's guides and co-founder of 

Classic Gaming Expo, has created a mecca for die hard 

and casual gamers alike, with games for every system, 

from Pong to Xbox 360. Digital Press Video Games also 

hosts bi-weekly tournaments and sponsors frequent NAVA 

(North Atlantic Videogame Aficionado) meetings. As if that 

weren’t enough they have a brand new PC gaming center 

where up to six players can compete head-to-head. 

Digital Press Video Games. 387 Piaget Ave .Clifton, NJ 07011, (973) 772-1111, Hours: Monday through Saturday 11-8, Sunday 12-5 

If you can't make the short drive to Clifton, why not check out Game Over Video 

Games located in trendy Austin, TX (home of George Lopez and Matthew 

McConaughey but don't let that scare you away). Founded by former EB Games 

manager and video game retail veteran David Kaelin, Game Over Video Games 

offers an alternative to chain stores and ebay hassles, with tons of games for 

classic systems at very fair prices. They also feature a retro gaming lounge with 

the standard "old couch and demo system* layout. Let’s go there now! 

Game Over Video Games, 911 W. Anderson Lane. #112, Austin, TX 78757, (512) 454-GAME 

Hours: Monday through Saturday 10-7, Closed Sunday 

Wanna see your store featured in Retro Retail Report? 

Send S900 in non-sequential unmarked $10 bills and a coupon for $2 off Land-O-Lakes unsalted butter to the address I'm 

thinking of, or just visit our website www.vgcollector.com to send us an e-mail. 





XboxCont KboxCom XdoK Com r ----- i 
Video Game Collector Order Form 

I Lots of Video Game Collector goodness can 
be ordered with your credit card on our web; be ordered with your credit card on our website 
[www.vgcotlector.com] but you can also send your 
money to us the otd fashioned way We re still glad to 
get it and this handy order form makes it easier than 

□ 1 Year Subscription (US) $14 99 
Please start my subscription with Issue IS_ 

□ 1 Year Subscription (Canada) $19.99 
Please start my subscription with issue #_ 

New1 1 Year Gift Subscnption' Give the gift of 
gaming to someone you love or owe a favor to! 

□ 1 Year Gift Subscription (US) $14.99 

□ 1 Year Gift Subscnption (Canada) $19.99 

□ Please start my gift subscription with issue #_ 

It is for. 

Name 

State 

This gift 

□ New! One year subscnption renewal' $12.99 
Time to renew your subscnption? Check here! 
Start my renewal with issue 
(available to existing subscribers only—new 
subscribers please use above section) 

□ Video Game Collector #3 

□ Give Me Everything! 
Every issue of Video Game Collector! Back issues 
of #1-5 (including the sold-out #3). and our 
convention special Video Game Collector U1/2, plu: 
a one-year subscription! 

□ $38 99 US □ $49.99 Canada 

Shipping and Handling is free with ail orders! 

Send check or money order to: 

Your shipping address 





Classic Systems 

Stadium Mud Buggies: 
One of rarest and last 
releases for Intellivision, 
Stadium Mud Buggies 
is also available for NES 
as Monster Truck Rally 
and for GBA as I Didn't 
Want This for Christmas, 
I Said Pokemon Quartz, 
GrandmaI 
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Karnov's Revenge: 
Actually just another 
Street Figher II rip-off 



Nintendo e Reader 
continued from page 13 

Other cards were exclusives packaged in back issues of Nintendo 
Power, while some were given out exclusively at the Pok6mon 
Center in New York or even at the snack bars of Target retail stores. 

The rarest of the e-Reader cards is still under much debate. The 
first contender is a promotional package of four cards given out to 
the attendees of E3 2002. This package includes two Pokemon TCG 
cards, Pikachu and Hoppip, which are variants of cards found in the 
Pok6mon Expedition TCG set. The third card is Manhole-e, a variant 
of the same card packaged with the e-Reader. The fourth and final 
card is a special Kirby contest card. This card was scanned at the 
convention and prizes were awarded to those holding winning cards. 
The card was then promptly tom in half by the E3 officials, making it 

one of the rarest e-Reader cards to date. 
The second contender is the heavy-duty set of cards tethered 

to the e-Reader interactive demo that were never commercially 
released. Unfortunately, the tether was too short to property slide 
the card all the way through the interactive unit and the cards were 
destroyed quickly and easily. 

At one time, Nintendo had more cards in development. There 
were plans for both Series 3 and 4 for Super Mario Advance 4: 
Super Mario Bros 3. as well as a completely new line of Game & 
Watch e-Cards. These cards were continuously delayed until the 
launches were ultimately cancelled when Nintendo dropped support 
for the e-Reader. 

Despite the usefulness of the e-Reader, it is easy to see why 
Nintendo dropped support. The cards take a lot of practice to scan 
properly. If the cards are scanned either too fast or too slow, the 
card will not be read. The dot-codes are very fine and the card may 
be rendered useless if it gets folded, scratched, or dirty. Plus, the 
e-Reader can only hold one game at a time, making the switch 
between two classic NES games cumbersome. 

Ultimately, the demise of the e-Reader is likely due to the required 
number of pieces. To use the 
e-Reader with either Super 
Mario Advance 4: Super Mario 
Bros 2 or Pok6mon Ruby and 
Sapphire, you need the game, 
the cards, the e-Reader, two 
GBA's and a link cable. If you 
want to use the e-Reader for 
Animal Crossing, you need the 
game, the cards, the e-Reader, 
a GBA, and a GCN-GBA link 
cable. 

That being said, e-Reader 
cards are completely out 
of production, and a finite 
collection is set. With the 
exception of the few rare cards 
listed above, most cards are 
readily available, maximizing 
game play at a minimum price. 

Confessions of The Game Doctor 
continued from page 13 

eventually morphed into AOL) expanded to new systems, it opened 
both a PC-Link and a Tandy Link, despite the fact that the Tandy was 
billed as being a PC. 

I knelt down in front of the morass of component parts and 
assembled the thing as best I could. Obviously, it was an MS-DOS 
machine, so after I booted it, the appearance of that familiar blinking 
prompt on the monitor assured me that I had actually accomplished 
my task, hangover and all. 

There you go!* 1 beamed, and stood up to receive my adulation. 
That’s when I saw the wife, down on her knees, whispering 

to the machine. She then turned to me with a look of abject 
disappointment. "No, it still doesn't work!" she wailed. 

I blinked, then knelt back down, typed in a few commands and 
got the expected responses. "See,* I showed them. "It's working just 
fine." 

Once again mom shook her head in the negative, arms folded 
for additional emphasis. "Listen," she instructed me. Then she once 
again bent down dose to the CPU as if worshipping it and spoke to it 
yet another time. 

"What-is-my-name?" she asked the overmatched Tandy, which 
was ahead of the game if it booted correctly. I, myself, had no idea 
who she was talking to. But then she looked at me, triumphantly. 
“See?" she crowed. "It's doesn't know!" 

That’s when I realized that she had been talking to the Tandy! 
Eventually overcoming my incredulity—these people's sole 

exposure to computer education had clearly been episodes of 
Space: 1999—I slowly explained that computers don't have ears. I 
pointed to the keyboard. “See? That’s how you have to communicate 
with it. You have to type.’ 

The light seemed to dawn. Lots of ‘Aaaaah, I get it!’ echoing 
through the room. Mom knelt back down and immediately typed next 
to the "A* prompt: "What is my name?" 

Time stood still. The prompt simply blinked, uncomprehending. 
Mom tried again: "What is my birthday?" 

If the Tandy knew, it wasn't sharing the information, perhaps as a 
matter of discretion. 

As for me, Dirty Harry once observed, “A man has to know his 
limitations." I believe that. So I shrugged, nodded and agreed. "Yeah, 
you're right. It's busted. You still got the receipt?" 

"Oh yeah," the old man assured me. *1 didn't wanna get this piece 
of crap to begin with." 

"But it's 48k!" one of the boys whined. "And the NES is only 8k 
and look what it can do!" This was a common misunderstanding 
among early gamers who imagined that the 48k Apple lls and PCs 
would surely generate over 10-to-20 times the speed and power of a 
humble videogame system. 

But the game system, of course, was dedicated to doing nothing 
but playing games, so all the memory went into producing color and 
speed and sound and animation. A computer, circa the late-’80s, had 
to handle spread sheets and databases and all sorts of not-game 
stuff that tended to siphon off a lot of the power. Today, we carry 
machines in our pockets whose binary might would cause the top of 
the line PC of that era to slither away in shame. 

I saw where the family was heading and reached into my book 
of bedside manner. "Yeah, well, I’d just tell them you can't get the 
prompt to appear Take the thing back and buy a couple of Nintendo 
games for your NES. I don't think you guys really need a computer 
anyway." 

This was Game Doctorese for: Take two aspirins and don't call 
me any more.” 

I know that in this tech-sawy day and age it may seem implausible 
that less than two decades ago people expected home computers 
to have conversations with them, to know things about them. But 
they did. They saw that machine as a brain in a box, ready to tell it 
anything they wanted to know. But this event did indeed happen and 
it cured me forever. 

I sure as hell never took another house call. 
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Collector's Edition 
Card Stock 

ver by Sanford Greene 
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J2Games.com has a spanking new look and feel to help 
show-off our over 12,000 in stock items from classic Atari 

to the modern Xbox. Not to mention our new game releases for 
classic game systems, the all-new book and magazine section, 
up-coming message boards, hi-score table, and searchable rarity 
guide. Plus, our promise of superior customer service, lightning 
fast shipping, and huge inventory means we can't be beat! 

J2Games.com is your #1 destination for video gaming! 


